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Realizing that various government programs aimed at facilitating 
agricultural adjustments were constantly being developed and modified
3 
the United States Department of Agriculture and the State Experiment 
Stations of the Land Grant College System joined resources in 1958 in an 
effort to provide economic guides for agricultural adjustment. Thirteen 
southern states across the cotton producing South from Oklahoma and Texas 
to the Carolinas and Virginia are contributors to the research done for 
what has become known as Southern Regional Project S-42, An Economic 
Appraisal.£! Farming Adjustment Opportunities in� Southern Region to 
� Changing Conditions. 
The overall purpose of S-42 is stated as "the provision of guides to 
farmers when choosing among alternative production possibilities, • • •  
to those persons engaged directly in making and administering public pro= 
grams and to the public at large, in order that choices of action at the 
public level may be made in a manner consistent with the public objec= 
tives. 11 
The South was divided into subregions for purposes of analysis
3 
and 
Oklahoma and Texas personnel collaborated in examining the Low Rolling 
Plains area. Physical resources were separated, and enterprise budgets 




through linear programming techrtiques
3 
microsupply optima were estimated 
for all resource situations. It is the function of this thesis to aggre= 
gate these sets of optima into a consistent set of macrosupply estimates 
representing aggregat e production and income for the Rolling Plains 
study region in Oklahoma and Texas. 
iii 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Because of the atomistically competitive nature of the agricul= 
tural sector, farm management researchers often assume that the relation­
ships between individuals, and between individuals and the agricul-
tural sector, and the.total economy can be ignored. If analysis is 
restricted to the farm boundary, this is normally a safe assumption. 
When an individual farmer adjusts in a given manner, his adjustment has 
no perceptible effect upon the costs, returns, or adjustment alternatives 
of other farmers; nor does his adjustment cause an observable change in 
the agricultural sector. But when l�rge groups of individual -farmers 
make a given adjustment, the effects are apt to be noticeable at the 
farm, sector, and total economy levels
j 
and further adjustments will 
probably be necessary. 
Recognizing the interdependence among individual farms and between 
the farm sector and other portions of the entire economy, farm manage­
ment researchers have extended their areas of interest to include 
analyses of the manner in which the parts and the whole act and react 
upon one another when adjusting to change. The major types of change 
to which agricultural production must be adjusted might be classified 
as (1) technological, (2) economic, and (3) institutional. These three 
types of changes have all been partially responsible for the dilemma 
in which American Agriculture currently finds itself. Technology has 
1 
2 
enormously increased the productivity of resource inputs. A favorable 
economic climate has promoted the growth of other economic sectors J but 
the demand for farm products has not expanded enough for the tremendous 
supply potential of the farm sector to be absorbed at prices that are 
acceptable to producers. 
Technological progress has almost invariably required that indi-
vidual firms expand capital investment in order to realize the advan-
tage of lower per-unit costs of production, Increased fixed costs of 
machinery and equipment may actually increase per= unit production costs 
if the producer is unable to spread these costs over a large enough 
volume of production, 
As viewed by the individual J the economist} or by society J adjust-
ments in agricultural supply may be desired on the basis of resource 
efficiency - a necessary condition for optimum production and growth 
in an economy. Generally, resource efficiency conditions are satis-
1•' ' 
fied when the marginal productivities of resources are equal within and 
between firrns J areas and industries. This efficiency concept implies 
technical efficiency such that output is maximum for a given level of 
input, or conversely J that input is minimum for a given level of output,
If returns to farm labor are significantly lower than returns to com= 
parable labor in other industries (and there is ample evidence to show 
3 
that farm wages are lower), 
1 
then it is evident that the marginal pro-
ductivity of farm labor is lower than the productivity of comparable 
labor in other sectors. 
Had technological changes occurred slowly over a relatively long 
period of time, it is possible that adjustment to the changes might 
have been relatively painless. Population increases and industrial 
development might have enabled the economy to absorb the increased 
production without the severe reductions in agricultural prices which 
precipitated the institutional restrictions upon production. But the 
production potential of American Agriculture has greatly exceeded the 
consumption capacity of the American economy, Wilcox2 has estimated
that 30 percent of American agricultural income is directly traceable 
to the current agricultural program. 
1 Cf q D. Gale Johnson ., "Labor Mobility and Agricultural Adjustment
u 
in Earl 0, Heady� et al., (editors), Agricultural Adjustment Problem!, .12 
!. Growing Economy, Iowa State College Press� 1958, 
W. M. Schultz and James s. Plaxico� "Cattle Ranches: Minimum
Resources Required to Earn a Specified Labor-Management Return 9 " .2lsl!"' 
� Current .f.!!m Economics� Vol. 33 1 No. 2, Oklahoma Agricultural 
Experiment Station, June, 1960. 
John w. Goodwin and James s. Plaxico, "Resources Required to Earn 
Specified Incomes: Fine Te��:ured Soils in Southwestern Oklahoma/' 
Oklahoma Curr�!lE, !!!:!n !��n_gmiq!, Vol. 33� No. 2� Oklahoma Agricultural 
Experiment Station, June j 1960. 
James s. Plaxico and John w. Goodw:i..n� "Adjustments for Efficient 
Organization of Southern Farms," Summa·u ..9J Papers !,resented _!.E .! 
Seminar le! Southet•n Agricultural Leaders P Series One, Agricultural 
'Poli cy Insdtnte, North Carolina State College, Ralei.gh» North Carolina y 
January, 1961. 
2 Walter w. Wilcox, "The Farm Poli cy Dilemma�" Journal .2£ !!!!2 
Economics, Vol. XL, No. 3» August, 1958. 
Within the region to which this analysis refers
J 
physical resource 
situations have been delineated and their magnitudes estimated. Input= 








The purpose of this analysis» then
J 
is the aggregation of the nor= 
mative microsupply relationships into a compatible set of macrosupply 
estimates 0 The aggregative phase of the project will provide informa= 





and labor employment in the Rolling Plains. 
3John w. Goodwin» et al.» Resomrce RequiremE.mts» Costs and
Ex�cted Returns; Alternative Cr� and Livestock Enterprises; Clay �oils 
of � Rolling Pla_ins of Southwestern Oklahoma 
J 
Processed Series P- 351 » 
Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment StationJ in cooperation with Farm 
Economics Research Division
P 






i September 3 1960. 
Larry J. Connor» et al.» Resource Requirements» Costs and ExE,_ected 
Returns; Alternative Crop and Livestock Enterprises; Loam Soils of the 
Rolling Plains of Southwestern Oklahoma,9 Processed Series P= 368» Oklahoma 
Agricultural Experiment Station
] 












February J 1961. 
Percy L, Strickland
3 
Jr,J et al, 3 Resource Requirements 3 � and
Expected Returns; Alternative Cr__££� Livestock Enterprises; San4Y 





Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station
3 
in cooperation with
Farm Economics Research Division j Agricultural Research Service J U, S,
Department of Agriculture
J Stillwater 1 Oklahoma J February i 1961,
Kenneth R, Tefertiller J Ralph H, Rogers3 and Don S. Moore i Unpub= 
lished budgeting materials dealing with Resource Requirements
J 
Costs 
and Expected Returns for Alternative Crop and Livestock Enterprises on 
Sandy Soils of the Rolling Plains of Texas a Available from the Depart= 
ment of Agricultural Economics
i 




4oepartment of Agricultural Economics» Oklahoma State University»
Stillwater» Oklahoma J Unpublished research materials. 
4 
5 
There are a number of ways in which aggregation may be undertakenj and 
a number of bases for aggregation o The objectives of this analysis will 
therefore be threefold: 
(1) The development of alternative aggregation models consistent
with the assumptions of the normative microsupply relation­
ships,
(2) The analysis of the implications of the alternative models,
(3) The estimation .. of aggregate supply response for dry=land
crop farms under S-42 and other specified assumptions
a. Total production of major commodities on dry-land crop
farms







a supply schedule is defined to be that schedule 
of the amount(s) of a product(s) that would be forthcoming at various 
prices
1 
assuming that all other factors remain constant. 
1 
Marshall 
differentiates between market supply and "normal10 supply schedules. 
The market supply schedule is the immediately available stock of a good 
or a commodity which is offered for sale at various prices. iuNormal iu
supply is the schedule of goods which would be offered for sale at 
alternative prices, after those prices have prevailed over a period 
of time long enough for producers to adjust production to those con.� 
ditions J assuming that othe,ir factot·s remain constant, 
2 Johnson points out that expressing the supply fonctli.on f,Jr agd·�
cultural products as a simple relationship between the quantity of. out°' 
put and the price of that output obscures the complexity of the supply 
process which determines the supply of ag:d.cul tural products. Johnson 
1Alfred Marshall� Princi:el,<t_� .££. Economics, 8th Edition» Macmillan
and Co., Ltd.i London, 1920, pp, 383�84, 
2
n. Gale Johnson, "The Nature of the Supply Funct:Jl.on in Agricul@
tu.re," �ican � B,�vie:�» Vol, XL .i (September� 1950) p, 539. 
6 
7 
lists the determinants of supply as (1) production conditions = i 0 e o , 
the technical relationship between inputs and outputs = or the pro= 
duction function, (2) the supply conditions of productive inputs
j 
(3) 
price conditions for the output, and (4) the behavior of firms, in= 
eluding managerial goals and objectives. 
The Production Function 
Underlying any analysis of supply is the production function = the 
technical relationship which exists at any given time between resource 
inputs and product outputs. There is no manner in which maximum return 
for a given cost outlay (or minimum cost for a given return) can be es0 
timated except through knowledge of production possibilities expressed 
3 
in the technical relationship between inputs and outputs 0 Firm 
supply is dependent upon costs of production, which in turn are deter0 
mined by the production function of resource prices o Through the pro0 
duction function and some knowledge of firm behavior, firm supply_re= 
lationships are derived o . From these relationships, supply aggregates 
may be estimated o 
Length of� 
In any definition of costs, reference to a specific length of run 
is inherent o In any productive process, there is a period so short that 
no adjustment can be made in response to changing conditions 0 This is 
4 
the situation referred to by Marshall as the "very short" or 11market li 
3Earl o. Heady, Economics .2£. Agricultural Pro4uction and Resource
Use, Prentice= Hall, Inc., 1952, pp. 54=56. 
4 Marshall, Principles of Economics, p. 274� 
5 
period, and by Boulding as the "instantaneous" period. At the oppo-
site extreme is the long period in which all factors may be completely 
6 
adjusted to changing conditions. Boulding points out that between 
8 
these two periods there exists.: an· irifini te: number: of short;· petiods r�pre-
senting temporary adjustments that are not in themselves complete. 
Plaxico7 discusses the supply periods in terms of resource fixity 
and managerial expectations with regard to the permanence of the ob-
served conditions. Conditions which producers view as temporary make 
up the short run. Hence, the short-term supply schedule would represent 
managerial reaction to prices that are expected to change in the near 
future. No change in firm numbers or asset structures would be ob-
served. Producers would operate along their existing marginal cost 
curves in making management and output decisions. 
The long-run supply curve, as viewed by Plaxico,
8 indicates firm
response to conditions which managers view as permanent. Each point 
on the schedule represents an equilibrium response of the producing 
unit to each price after an appropriate period of adjustment. Also, 
each point on the long-run supply schedule is related to a short-run 
supply schedule (or alternatively, a short-run marginal cost curve) 
which intersects the long-run supply schedule at that point. 
5
Kenneth E. Boulding, Economic Analysis, Harper and Brothers, 
New York, 1955, p. 568. 
6 Ibid., p. 569. 
7James S, Plaxico, "Supply Concepts and Aggregation of Firm Supply 
Functions, 11 � Size .!!!.,2 Output Research - ! Study .!!! Research Methods, 
Southern Cooperative Series Bulletin No. 56, June, 1956. 
8Ibid.
Conceptually, all factors are variable in the long run. Firms have 
time to adjust plant and all equipment, as well as the organization of 
production. Firm supply curves would be determined by the firm 
marginal cost curves, with all resources designated as marginal. 
A third length of run concept set forth by Plaxico9 is the inter= 
mediate term. Producers view conditions in this situation as being 
9 
temporary, but expect them to exist for more than one period of produc= 
tion. Equipment and organization of production may be varied, but in 
the case of farms, owned land is fixed. Firm supply curves would again 
be determined by the firm marginal cost curves. All factors of pro= 
duction other than land would be variable i and hence would be determi= 
nants of the firm marginal cost curves. 
Reversability of supply relationships is dependent upon the degree 
of price certainty and the equality of acquisition and salvage prices 
of assets. If the cost of acquiring an asset exceeds the return from 
salvaging it, the owners of such an asset(s) may expand supply along 
! 
one curve, and contract it along another. Intermediate term assets are 
10cften of this sort. 
In the short run, elasticity of supply is dependent upon the 
managerial opinion of the degree of short=run variability characteristic 
of the various resources. Plaxico11 lists the non= farm produced goods 
and services such as fertilizers, feeds, fuels� insecticides, etc., as 





factors are considered variable; hence, one would expect the long=run 
supply schedule to be relatively more elastic than the short=run supply 
schedules. The elasticity of the intermediate-term supply schedule 
would normally be expected to fall between the elasticities of the short 
and long-term supply schedules. Resources which could be varied 
(rented land, livestock, buildings
j 
machinery, hired labor, etc.) permit 
a more elastic schedule. 
Long-run supply schedules are not empirically observed because of 
the perpetual effect of changing conditions which limit the length of 
adjustment periods. Short-run supply schedules are useful in the esti= 
mation of effects of short=term alternatives which commit resources for 
relatively short periods of time (e.g., the acreage reserve). Inter-
mediate-term supply schedules are of particular interest» since most 
planning and policy decisions are apt to hinge upon factors relevant 
to intermediate� term assets. It :l..s the intermediate length of run which 
will receive particular attention in this analysis. 
Shifts in Supply 
12 13 14 Heady, Nerlove and Bachman, and Plaxico all expr·ess concern 
with the shifts in supply, and the determinants of these shifts. Heady 
12Earl o. Heady, "Uses and Concepts in Supply Analysis," in Earl o.
Heady, et al., ed., Agricultural Supply Functions · Estimating .I!£,h­
niques � Interpretations, Iowa State University Press, Ames� Iowa, 
1961, pp. 19Q23. 
13Marc Nerlove and Kenneth L. Bachman, 11 The Analysis of Changes in
Agricultural Supply: Problems and Approaches," Journal .2.£. !!!!!! �­
omics, Vol. XLII, (August, 1960) pp. 535�40. 
14James s. Plaxico
.P 
• 0 supply Concepts and Aggregation of Firm
Supply Functions. 11 
11 
and Nerlove and Bachman identify these determinants as (1) technologi-
cal change, (2) resource fixity, and (3) expectations and uncertainty o 
Plaxico adds to this list (4) intrasector resource movements and (S) 
redistribution of asset ownership (rights, property and skill). 
The rate of technological change is apparently impossible to pre-
diet, but such changes - if adopted - may profoundly alter the basic 
conditions of production upon which any analysis of supply must rest o 
Through technological development, the output which may result from 
the use of a given bundle of resources may be increased (or al ternative 0, 
ly ., the quantity of resources required to produce a given output may be 
reduced) o In analyzing the effects of technological advance� complex 
problems of defining interrelations.hips arise
0 
Resources used in agricultural production may be viewed as flows 
of services rather than stocks of resources o Once investment has been 
made in these resources, the service flow is present whether or not it 
is utilized. (An example would be investment in machinery or buildings. 
A manager faces depreciation on these items whether or not they are 
used.) Periods over which these services are provided vary tremendously 
among items. Within the period of fixity, the productive response is 
but little related to the cost of resources. Only when these resources 
must be replaced do their costs become an important factor in determin° 
ing production levels. Lerner
15 
has contended that the rate at which 
"fixed" factors of production are varied is correlated with their cost. 
15Abba P. Lerner� The Economics of Control» The Macmillan Company
New York, 194-4, pp. 334"'38. 
12 
16 Heady points out that with growth in national and family income,
income elasticities of demand encourage withdrawal of resources from 
some types of agricultural production and expansion in other areas 0 
These intrasector shifts of resources may tend to cancel each other in 
the aggregate of farm supply
J 
but the effect on individual commodities 
can be considerable 0 
Whether redistribution of asset ownership is primarily a cause of 
shifts in supply or simply an incidental result of the advancing tech= 
nology which also shifts supply is questionable o 
17Johnson illustrates 
how adoption of advanced technology and consolidation of assets occur 
simultaneously. Improved technology has almost invariably involved 
increased capital usage and labor productivity. Thus J by taking ad= 
vantage of technological development P farm managers have been able to 
tremendously increase their individual productivity. It is conceivable 
that certain scale economies resulting from the consolidation could 
have shifted supply. 
Supply Versus Response 
Supply and response are used as interchangeable terms in many dis= 
CUSSiOnS Of !VSUpply 0 11 In recent years J some economists have drawn 
rather subtle distinctions between the two terms. Supply has been used 




"The Supply of Farm Products Under Conditions of
Full Employment/' American Economic Review 9 Vol o XLV, (May 1955) p. 232. 
17D. Gale Johnson, "The Nature of the Supply Function in Agri-
cul ture. 11 
13 
18 
Cochrane discusses supply as a� response
J 
portraying the net 
effect directly associated with specific price change, holding all 
other relevant factors constant at some level. This is the concept used 
in explaining price formation in a given market. When a supply relation= 
ship is confronted with a corresponding demand relationship, an explana-
tion of market price emerges. The supply concept is reversible and 
timeless, with regard to dated time. That is, if the ceterus paribus 
conditions hold, regardless of the point in time, the supply relation= 
ship is the same. 
Output response, in Cochrane 0 s view, is change in the quantity of 
a conunodity offered for sale associated with a change in the .price of 
the commodity with the restrictive ceterus paribus conditions for the 
19 
supply relationship absent. Thus, the response relationship includes 
the net response of the supply relationship, but is further concerned 
with response to a price change by whatever means it occurs. Indirect 
effects such as changes in resource price in response to a product 
price change and the resulting changes in the cost structure would be 
included in the response relationship, but not in the supply relation-
ship. 
Cochrane illustrates how such factors as technological change 
(assumed to be constant in the case of the supply relationship) are 
incorporated in the response relationship, causing it to be irreversible. 
18
willard W. Cochrane, "Conceptualizing the Supply Relationship in 
Agriculture," Journal of� Economics, Vol. XXXVIII, No. 5, (December, 




In the price increasing phase of the response relationship, producers 
move along their marginal cost curves in increasing output, adopting 
new technology in the process. As prices decrease, producers are ex= 
tremely reluctant to give up the improved technology, and hence re= 
versibility of the function does not occur. 
In this analysis, the supply relationship will be examined. Pre= 
dictions of output response relationships may be of aid in comparing 
food production=needs balances for some given time period. However
:, 
they do not indicate the impact of specific changes in the movement of 
variables of interest. The net anticipated response of output of a 
product in an area to a given policy or program is indicated by the 
1 1 . h" 
20 
supp y re atLons Lp. 
The.Concepts of Micro and Macro Agricultural Supply 
The process of aggregation of supply relationships involves the 
translation of microparameters of microtheory of supply into macro-
parameters of macrotheory of supply. Microsupply refers to that 
schedule of quantities which an individual firm would produce for sale 
at a given schedule of prices, other factors remaining constant
.I> 
while 
macrosupply refers to the sum of such firm supplies» or the total quan-
tities of product which would be offered for sale at given prices in 
some predetermined area or universe. In this analysis
j 
the area is 




11 Supply Concepts and Aggregation of Finn Supply 
Functions. 11 
15 
Relevant microrelationshipsin the case of supply analysis might 
include price, size, tenure and capital parameters J while the macro
= 
relationships would be the collective parameters. In this analysis, we 
are further concerned with the aggregation of normative supply relation= 
ships (with "normative" defined to mean the manner in which economic 
man would react under the assumptions of economics = i.e. the efficien= 
cy model),
21 
over an intermediate length of run. All productive factors 
except the total land base and the distribution of soil qualities with= 
in that base are assumed to be variable. Thus J individual farm size 
might vary, but the sum of acreages in farms would remain fixed. Acreage 
which is currently in pasture is assumed to remain in pasture. However J 
seeding to pasture is allowed as one of the crop alternatives for very 
poor grades of cropland. 
The microsupply relationships formulated for any one of the cross= 
sectional resource situations reflect what action a rational individual 
holding the profit-maximizing motive would take when faced with the con= 
ditions postulated j provided those conditions prevailed long enough for 
his intermediate term adjustments to be made. That is, the programmed 
optima then approximate the normative microsupply relationships. 
Firm supply curves under purely competitive conditions have been 
shown to be identical with those portions of firm marginal cost curves 
21
The term "normative" departs from the usual Keynesian concept in 
that no ethical or value judgement is implied. See Earl O. Heady, "Uses 
and Concepts in Supply Analysis/' and H. L. Stewart 0 s discussion of the 
Heady paper in Earl o. Heady, et al., ed., Agricultural Supply Functions 
- Estimating Techniques and Interpretation» pp. 16, 26.
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22 which lie above the firms• average variable cost curves. The aggre-
gation of these microsupply curves gives the industry supply curve, 
assuming constant resource costs. Since resource costs have been 
assumed to be constant, the effects of variable resource costs will 
not be considered in this analysis. 
The firm marginal cost function is derived from the firm produc­
tion. Thus, firm supply directly reflects' '.thef: fi'rm' 'pf'6·J�c:tf'o�(:fuhc.dort. 
Aggregation of these firm supply functions reflects the aggregate pro-
duction function for all firms, within the framework of the relevant 
length of run. 
An alternative unit for aggregative .purposes would be the supply 
relationships for entire classes of cropland. Presumably, commodity 
aggregate estimates would be identical under the two systems. However, 
there are certain functions such as labor hiring, income realization, 
etc., which occur only at the firm level. Further
9 
all production de-
cisions must be made at the firm level. The computation of aggregate 
net revenue received and total labor hired can be done most simply if a 
representative farm is used as the basic unit for aggregation. 
In aggregate adjustments to changing prices in an atomistically 
competitive industry such as agriculture, the addition or removal of 
any single firm has no appreciable effect upon the shape or elasticity 
of the aggregate supply curve. Thus, restrictions placed upon 
22Richard H. Leftwich, The Price System..!!!.!! Resource Allocation,
Rhinehart and Company, Inc., New York, 1956, p. 175. 
17 
individual firms may not affect the aggregate
j 
depending upon how large 
the number of restricted firms may be and upon how many do the same thing 
at the same time, 
Conceptual Means of Estimating Aggregate Supply 
There are two basic approaches to the estimation of aggregate 
supply, These are the time-series approach through the use of aggre= 
gate data
J 
and the cross= sectional approach through the use of technical 
input=ou.tput coefficients and summation of the individual results, 
The use of aggregate time= series data in estimating aggregate 
supply has certain limitations, As Cochrane points out, the aggregate 
output response relation is a sort of hybrid concept related to the 
23 
supply concept. It is output response that time=series analysis nor= 
mally attempts to measure. No one length of run can represent all the 
firms in the industry at any given point in time. Aggregate time=series 
data show some sort of hybrid relationship between all the possible 
lengths of run that might be relevant to the individual firms which 
make up the industry. Aggregate data likewise reflect a variety of 
levels of technology and technical and economic efficiency. These fac= 
tors must be held constant if the rigorously defined supply relation= 
ship is to be measured, Since the time-series analysis obviously lacks 
23willard w. Cochrane, °Conceptualizing the Supply Relationship in
Agriculture." 
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the ceterus paribus conditions� it is necessary that some method be de= 
vised that can.hold such factors as technology
j 
length of run� etc., 
constant, or that can measure and include them explicitly in the model. 
The length=of=run concept has been associated with asset variabil= 
ity. Since this study is concerned with a period of time over which 
machinery, buildings, etc.J may be variedJ it is necessary to "sort out"
the relationships for the intermediate length of run. The cross= 
sectional approach to the estimation of aggregate supply is one means 
of doing this. With this approach P technological levels can be assumed 
constant at some level, and levels of economic and technical efficiency 
may be maximized. 
By separating the study area into physical resource groups and then 
formulating hypothetical farms to be representative of each of the 
physical resource groups, it is possible to estimate the marginal re­
sponse of farms with given sets of resources to the various price 
changes, holding all other influences constant. These estimates may b� 
so made that intermediate term assets such as machinery are variable 
within each of the enterprise alternatives. In a sense, the ceterus 
paribus conditions necessary for supply estimation may be satisfied by 
the use of the common denominator of microlevel production functions. 
These microproduction functions may then be added to secure an estimate 
of the aggregate production function, and the aggregate supply. 
19 
Aggregation of Firm Supply 
·Several types and levels of economic aggregation are relevant to
this analy�is. 24 Theil lists the types as (1) aggregation over
commodities - either inputs or outputs, (2) aggregation over individ-
uals, and (3) aggregation over time periods. Levels of aggregation 
which are relevant to this analysis include (1) the individual firm, 
(2) the resource situation, and (3) the area.
Plaxico discusses the aggregation of commodities at the firm level
and the area level. Input commodities which must be used in fixed pro= 
portions (i.e., which are perfect complements) or inputs which are 
25perfect substitutes should be aggregated and treated as a single input. 
Outputs may be aggregated after the common denominator of price has re-
duced them to common terms, or when they are affected in the same manner 
26 by each input category. It has been decided for purposes of this
analysis that products be aggregated into a minimum number of commoditty 
27 categories in order to reduce the number of variables to be analyzed
to manageable proportions. The relevant commodity groups for the Rolling 
Plains would be (1) food and feed grains, (2) cotton, and (3) land-based 
livestock alternatives. The food and feed grain category would include 
all small grains, such as wheat, oats and grain sorghums. 
24H. Theil, Linear Aggregation of Economic Relations, North Holland
Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1954, p. 3. 
25James s. Plaxico, "Problems of Factor-Product Aggregation in Cobb­
Douglas Value Productivity Analysis," Journal of Farm Economics, Vol. 
XXXVII, (November 1955) pp. 665-70. 
26Ibid.
27James s. Plaxico, Aggregation of Farm su
9
ply Relationships. An
unpublished manuscript presented at tlie "Spr'Ing eeting of the Southern 
Farm Management Research Conference, Memphis, Tennessee, March 21-23, 
1960. 
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Following the commodity aggregation line of reasoning, aggregation 
over individual farm units within physical resource classifications 
appears to be the next relevant level of aggregation for the Rolling 
Plains o Farm units which have similar soil resources could be ex-
pected to react to various economic stimuli in similar manners. ThusJ 
it seems reasonable that these resourc� groups could be aggregated 
within groups J and these aggregates combined for purposes of area 
estimates. 
Aggregation Over� Set of Individuals 
Aggregation over a set of individuals would be relevant to the 
aggregation within the group of farms included in a single physical 
1 'f' ' h · 1
28 
h li resource c assi ication. T ei suggests t at near aggregation over 
individuals may take two forms� simple summation J or fixed weight 
aggregation. However :, he does illustrate -that these forms are fully 
equivalent, 
If it is postulated that individual farm production at a given 
point in time is a function of labor, capital and acreage used 3 then 
it follows that aggregate production must also be some function of 
these variables. Of primary concern is the relationship between these 
individual units and the aggregate. Suppose the derived microsupply 
relationship is given by� 
28H. Theil J Linear Aggregation. of Economic Relations,9 PPo 10=26,
(2.1) 
where: 
yi is the production of the specified firm to be aggregated
xil 
is the amount of labor used by that specified firm 
xi2 is the amount of capital used by that specified firm
xi3 is the acreage used by the specified firm
a. and b .. are the parameters relating to the xij vs for thel. l.J 
specified firm. 
If all macrovariables-are assumed to be simple sums of the microvari-
ables, then: 
(2 .2) 
(2 0 3) 
I 
y =i�l Yi' 
and
x. =.�1 x .. (j ""' 1, 2, 3)
,.J l.== l.J 
and it is postulated that 
where: 
A and B. are the macroparameters
J 
Y and X. are the respective aggregates of the dependent and
J 
independent variables. 
Total production is dependent upon total labor 9 capital and acreage. 
It is apparent that (2.4) is something less than consistent with 
21 
(2.2) and (2.3) in that (2.4) holds with fixed parameters A and B. for
J 
whatever values assumed by the microvariables Xij• But if (2.2) and
(2. 3) are generalized so that the microvariables are not simple sums» 








As pointed out earlier, the aggregative relationships must be 
derived from the microrelationships. 29 Theil's rule of perfection for
a macroequation is that it must be compatible with the corresponding 
microrelationships for whatever values and changes assumed by the micro= 
variables and at whatever point or period of time. Thus
P 
if any course 
of action is to be considered a general adjustment possibility, the com-
posite of the firm effects must be consistent with the total potential 
for adjustment within the framework of the relevant variables. 
The Theil criterion for optimum aggregation appears to be appro-
priate in the case of agricultural supply analyses, since the decision= 
making function resides with the individual farm unit manager. Hence
J 
the macroequation must be compatible with the microrelationship. 
In our microsupply theory, we have a number of producing units 9 
producing a group (or groups) of commodities, the prices for which remain 
constant over the period of time considered. The quantities produced by 
each unit depend upon 
(1) the size of the unit
(2) the amount of labor used
(3) the amount of capital used (which in turn is determined by
the rate of interest and the marginal productivity or
"marginal efficiency" of capital)
(4) the productivity of the soil resources.
There are as many microsupply equations as there are producing units. 
29rbid., p, 140,
23 
The representative farms are assumed to have the same distributions of 
physical resource qualities as are observed in the entire physical re= 
source situation. From these situations» individual firm supplies may 
be estimated. These relationships indicate what action economic man 
might take when faced with any combination of these variables» assuming 
that his goal is maximization of returns to the owned factors of pro= 
duction. These normative microsupply relationships may be aggregated 
using Theil's system of weighted average sunnnation. 
Problems in Aggregation 
There often seem to be contradictions between microtheory and 
macrotheory. The effect of a change in an independent macrovariable 
upon a dependent macrovariable can be measured in two ways. One may 
measure directly by using a macroequation or indirectly by use of the 
microequations. If the microequations are used j the composition of 
change in the macrovariable must be specified in terms of the corres= 
ponding microvariables. Different compositions generally lead to 
different effects upon the dependent macrovariable. Hence j contra= 
dictions may usually be traced to errors in composition. 
Another difficulty in translating microrelationships into macro= 
relationships is that of unequal distribution of exogenous variables 
possessed by various firms. For example j firms might have an unequal 
distribution of fixed factors such as land or labor (as is the case when 
one moves from one physical resource situation to another), and there 
are apt to be differences in degrees of knowledge or value patterns 
among farm operators. Prices accepted as exogenous to the model may 
24 
be different at differing levels of industry output due to external 
economies or diseconomies of scale for the industry. These factors are 
related to the weighting of the microTariables which compose the macro= 
variable, and hence may have a profound effect upon the macroparameters. 
Since degrees of knowledge and value patterns are not measurable
J 
these factors have been assumed constant. Farm size and resident farm 
labor should be weighted in accordance with the frequencies of th<dr 
occurrence in the micromodels. Prices considered exogenous to the model 
have been accepted as given for this analysis» since external economies 
or diseconomies of scale for the industry can hardly be estimated for 
this level of aggregation. The "industry" involves a great deal more 
territoryJ production J and productive alternatives than might be ob
= 
served in a forty=county area in Oklahoma and Texas. 
The aggregative resource bases for the various models are simply 
the residual after excluded resources have been deducted from the total 
area resource base. This residual of resotllrces is assumed to be distri= 
buted among the physical rescm:rce types as total area resou.i:.rces a:re dis= 
tributed. Further the cropland capability class distribution within re­
source situations is assumed to be identical with the distribution of 
total area cropland. This implicitly assumes that the excluded alter= 
natives have equal liklihood of occurrence upon all acreage, and are 
therefore proportionally distributed among resource situations, 
CHAPTER III 
THE MICROSUPPLY ESTIMATES 
The Low Rolling Plains subregion, as defined for this analysis, 
includes a forty-county region in North Central Texas and Southwestern 
Oklahoma. This is approximately that region enumerated as Economic 
Subregion 83 in the 1959 Census of Agriculture.
1 
The study region 
corresponds to State Economic Area 4 in Oklahoma J and Area 6a in Texas 
. 
2 
as listed in the 1954 Census of Agriculture (see Figure 1). 
The Physical Resource Situations
3 
The forty=county Rolling Plains study area is characterized by 
three broad classes of soil resources; (1) clay soils, (2) loam soils 3 
and (3) sandy soils. These three soil resource classes are observed in 
relatively homogeneous blocks over extensive areas. Each soil resource 
group has been divided into cropland productivity classes. The produc = 
tivity ratings are based on soil surveys conducted by the Soil Conser= 
vation Service of the United States Department of Agriculture. 
1 
U. s. Department of Commerce P Bureau of the Census,�. Census
of Agriculture, 1959, for Oklahoma and Texas. 
2
u. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,�· Census
of Agriculture, 1954, for Oklahoma and Texas. 
3
c£., William F. Lagrone, Soil and Land Classification for Aggregate 
Economic Analysis, Supplement tcltlie-,:;rI'nui::es' of the Meeting 'of""'the 




Map of Oklahoma and Texas Indicating Counties of the Low 
Rolling Plains o 
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If two soils could be expected to react similarly to economic 
stimuli, if their yield potentials were the same, and if they presented 
similar managerial problems, then these soils were considered to be the 
same soils for purposes of the analysis. Estimates of acreages were se= 
cured from analysis and tabulation of results derived from a survey con= 
ducted by the Soil Conservation Service in early 1958 for the purpose 
of estimating the then current land use and the changes expected in 
4 
that land use by 1975. Since these dates coincide with the target 
dates of this study, the data prowided and estimates made by qualified 
soils scientists seemed appro);.-,ria.te for the purJPioses of this study. 
The acreages of the various soil resources were specified with the 
aid of Soil Conservation Service personnel in Oklahoma and Texas. When 
a discrete difference due to climate, cropland quality distributions, 
etc,, was observed within a major resource group, the group was divided 
in order to insure maximum possible: homogeneity wi.thin resource situa,, 
tions. In this manner
j 
eight 1:·esource situations were derived from 
three major resource groups. Though the enterprise budgets might be 
identical for the cropland classes within any major resource group (for 
example� the four Loam situations)
J 
the combinations in which these 
enterprises appeared in the progrannned optimum microsupply estimates 
were determined by the combinations in which resources occurred. 
The classification of clay 
,
(or claypan) soils for purposes of this 
analysis is based upon a grouping of soils acco1td.ing to major physical 
characteristics. Clay soils are both fine and me.dium textured with 
4soil Conservation Service» U. s. Department of Agriculture
J 
Nation= 
al Inventori: .£!. Soil� Water �ervatior� Needs
,, 
E.Q.rms N-1 � ,li:1. 
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very slowly permeable subsoils or claypans, and are normally mapped as 
Foard and Tillman series or their equivalents. Because of the "drouthy" 
nature of these soils, use of fertilizer is generally unprofitable. 
Definition of these soils classes and estimated yield levels for various 
crops are found in Appendix I. 
The loam soil classification. is based on a grouping of soils with 
medium textures and moderately permeable subsoils. The loam soil 
situation has been divided into capability classes on the basis of to­
pography and depth of topsoil. These soils are normally mapped as Upland= 
Tipton, S, Paul, Carey
i 
Bottomland=Spur, plus some Quinland and Vernon 
soils and their equivalents. Fertilizer may be profitably used in loam 
areas. Definitions of these soils and the estimated yield levels for 
various crops may be found in Appendix II. 
The division of the loam soil resource situation into level and 
rolling phases is based upon the proportion of soils of Capability Classes 
I and II. which are observed in the soil resource situation. When these 
classes :i.n an area form a large. p:roportion of the total cropland acreage 
9 
that area has been classified in the Level Loam phase. Areas in which 
Class III and IV soils are predominant are included in the Rolling Loam 
phase. 
Differences in cropland quality distributions alter the organiza= 
tion of farms on the loam soils, and hence the microsupply relationships 
corresponding to the two situations» although the same resource type is 
involved. 
The Oklahoma Sandy soils are generally mapped as Miles» Dill
J 
Pratt 
and enterprise soils, or their equivalents
3 
with some Brownfield and 
29 
Nobscott soils in the lower productivity classes. Definition of these 
subdivisions and the estimated yield levels for the various crops are 
shown in Appendix III. The sandy soils are well adapted to the producm 
tion of cotton and other row crops. As on the loam soils, crops on 
Oklahoma Sandy soils normally respond to fertilizer. 
The Texas Sandy soil group has essentially the same physical 
characteristics as are observed for the Oklahoma Sandy soils. They are 
normally mapped as Abilene and its equivalents. Because of the climatic 
factor the response to fertilizer used on Texas Sandy soils is erratic. 
Definitions of the productivity classes and the corresponding yield level 
estimates are found in Appendix IV. 
When there is wide variation over an area in the cropland capability 
class distribution within a major soil grouping, the grouping has been 
subdivided in order to more accurately reflect crop production, labor 
hired, income received, etc. The clay soils in Texas have a signifi= 
cantly larger proportion of Class III and Class IV capability soils, 
while in Oklahoma, Capability Class II clay soils are more prevalent. 
On this basis, clay soils were separated into the Oklahoma Clay and the 
Texas Clay soils. 
The loam resource situation occurs in two distinct phases in both 
states; level and rolling. The cropland capability class distribution 
between the Texas Level Loam situation differs significantly from the 
Oklahoma Level Loam. A similar relationship is observed between the 
Rolling Loam situation in the two states. Hence
J 
the Loam resource 
situation has been subdivided into four parts � Oklahoma and Texas 
Rolling Loams, and Oklahoma and Texas Level Loams. 
30 
Sandy soils are divided between the Eastern and Western parts of 
the area. In addition to differing cropland capability class distribu= 
tions, a climatic factor is present between these two areas, causing 
differences in yield coefficients. For these reasons» the sandy soil 
resources have been divided into the Oklahoma Sandy soils and the Texas 
Sandy soils. The Oklahoma Sandy soils are observed in four North Texas 
counties = Wilbarger, Wichita, Hardeman and Foard Counties = as well as 
in all eleven counties in Oklahoma
j 
while the Texas Sandy soils are 
restricted to the Texas counties in the Western part of the study area. 
The distribution of d:ry cropland acreage by resource types is shown 
in Table I. It will be noted that 30l
j
610 acres of soils other than 
those included in this analysis a:r:e in the area. These soils are found 
in the extreme Southwestern portion of the study area and in reality are 
not Rolling Plains soils. A similar study applying to these soils is 
being conducted in the High Plains of Texas. Therefore� this acreage 
has been excluded from this analysis. 
Table II shows the distribution of Rolling Plains soils within the 
study region, and the productivity class acreages within resource situa= 
tions as shown by the National Inventory of Soil and Water Conservation 
Needs. The data from this source exceeds the figures included in the 
1959 Census of Agriculture. Therefore» the percentage distributions of 
Table III were used to adjust the figures to the Census levels. 
The Economic Resource Situations 
Ten representative farms have been used to depict the firm supply 
relationships on the eight physical resource situations. Representative 
TABLE I 
DRY AND IRRIGATED CROPLAND ACREAGE BY MAJOR SOIL GROUPS: ROLLING 
PLAINS OF OKLAHOMA AND TEXAS 
Dry Land Irrigated Total 
31 
Soil Group Acres Percent Acres Percent Acres Percent 
Clay Soils: 
Oklahoma Clay (OC)l,090,572







Loam (OL1) 844,974 10 86,259 
Texas Level 
Loam (TL1) 1,578,145 18 65,359
Rolling Loam: 
Oklahoma Rolling 
Loam (OL2) 510,168 6 8,416
Texas Rolling 
Loam (TL2) 1,219�977 14 22,964 
Sandy Soils: 
Oklahoma Sandy (OS) 965
J>
368 

























































Source: Land�= Present� Expected Changes»� N�l, Budget Bureau
No. 40-5759, Soil Conservation Service Jl Oklahoma and Texas.
Estimates..£! Expec� Changes in Land� .£Z 1975 .P Form N-2»












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































farms have been assumed to be owner-operated units in this analysis. 
Under the assumptions of perfectly competitive economic theory; returns 
to factors must be equal within and between firms for general economic 
equilibrium to be achieved. If farming is a purely competitive indus= 
try
J 
the returns to land must be equal to the marginal value product 
of that land= rented or owned= in equilibrium. Differences in farm 
organization which may occur due to current tenure considerations have 
therefore been ignored. 
The representative farms were selected through extensive analysis 
of the farms which presently exist. With the aid of ASC and SCS 
personnel, homogeneous ASC communities were isolated. These communities 
tended to be clustered in areas. In view of this clustering, the 
communities were stratified by area a.nd resource type and were sampled 
at random within strata. 
The farm operations in each of the sample communities were then 
completely enumerated from ASC records with respect to cropland, native 
range and crop allotments. To gain information concerning current 
practices
J 
operator interviews were conducted during the summer of 1959. 
The operators interviewed were statistically selected within the sample 
communities, 
From these survey data, the ratio of native range and cropland with= 
in resource situations was estimated. Cropland capability classes were 
assumed to be uniformly distributed throughout the area. Hence» each 
representative farm was assumed to have the same cropland distribution 
as was present in the aggregate physical resource situation. Since the 
broad resource classes had already been subdivided when widely divergent 
cropland quality distributions were evident, this assumption 
seems not to be inappropriate. 
35 
The enumeration of farms in the sample communities also pro= 
vided estimates of current differences in the size distributions 
within resource situations and the relative importance = in terms of 
resources controlled= of any farm size group. Table IV indicates 
the percentage distribution of cropland capability classes within the 
total cropland base for all resource situations as indicated by the 
sample communities. The acreages of the various cropland capability 
classes, native range, other land
j 
and the total acreages assumed for 
the ten representative farms may be found in Table v.
Microsupply relationships for the individual farms are repre= 
sented by linear programming results. If farm supply relationships 
for farms in a given resource situation fall within a given range of 
linearity = i.e.j if the resources controlled by all farmss and if the 
organization of those resources and the production of enterprises are 
in constant proportions = then a single farm may be used to represent 
this range of linearity. If some factor such as farm size causes the 
relationship to be curvalinear
P 
then line segments may be used to 
approximate the. nonlinear relationship. 





have linear supply relationships for all farm sizes greater 
than 320 acres of total land, with 250 acres of cropland. This farm 
size currently controls an estimated 15 percent of all clay cropland. 
Since average sizes of farms in Southwestern Oklahoma have consistently 
increased over the past two decades, and since the magnitude of this 
36 
TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTION OF CROPLAND CAPABILITY CLASSES WITHIN RESOURCE SITUATIONS 
BY PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL CROPLAND WITHIN THE RESOURCE SITUATION 
Cropland Capability Class and 
{Productivitx SubscriEt} 
Resource I II III IV v 
Situation !a} {bl {c} !dl !el Total 
= Percent of Total p 
Clay Soils: 
Oklahoma (OC) o.o 36.0 36.8 16.0 11.2 100.0 
Texas (TC) o.o 25.8 40.7 25.4 8.1 100.0 
Level Loam Soils: 
Oklahoma (OL1)Small Farm 56.0 34.7 8.0 o.o 1.3 100.0 
Large Farm 56 .o 34.7 8.0 o.o 1.3 100.0 
Texas (TLl) 4.7 90.1 5.2 o.o o.o 100.0 
Rolling Loam Soils: 
Oklahoma (OL2)Small Farm 13.3 24.7 30.0 20.0 12. 0 100.0 
Large Farm 13.3 24.7 30.0 20.0 12 .o 100.0 
Texas (TL2)
o.o 28.4 49.3 18.8 3.5 100.0 
Sandy Soils: 
Oklahoma (OS) o.o 25.0 46.0 25.0 4.0 100.0 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































increase between 1954 and 1959 was 22 percent, the importance of clay 
soil farms smaller than 320 acres would be expected to decline rather 
rapidly in the future. For these reasons, a single representative farm 
size has been chosen to depict the microsupply estimates generated 
through linear programming for the Oklahoma Clay resource situation. 
Similarly, single farm sizes represent all the Texas resource situa= 
tions, and the Oklahoma Sandy situation. 
The current distribution of farm size on both the Oklahoma Loam 
situati@ns is bimodal. Further, the two modal sizes = in both cases 
fall within two different ranges of linearity. Therefore, it was 
necessary that two farm sizes be used to represent the microsupply 
relationships on the Oklahoma Level Loam and the Oklahoma Rolling Loam 
situations. The estimated proportion of Oklahoma Level Loam soils 
represented by the small and large farms is 60 and 40 percent .I' re= 
spectively. Oklahoma Rolling Loam soils are estimated to be distri= 
buted between the small and large farms at 54 and 46 percent, respec = 
tively. 
The resident farm labor force has been assumed to be the farm 
operator only, with allowance made for overhead and management func= 
tions. It is assumed that all other labor must be hired. Operato� 
labor has been distributed over the year to account for differences in 
labor availability due to differences in overhead labor requirements 
and managerial functions. 
5
u. s. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, U. s. Census
of Agriculture» 122.2 9 for Oklahoma. 
The firm's rate and path of adjustment are heavily dependent 
upon�� expectations and adjustments 0 Nerlove and Bachman
6 
assert that the firm's adjustment is likely to depend upon the tern-
poral relationship b�tween the firm's actual position - usually non-
optimal - and the position which would be optimal given present or 
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expected price relationships and technological possibilities. In this 
analysis, it is assumed that farmers of the Rolling Plains use the most 
advanced technology presently available o Historically, it is evident 
that technological possibilities have improved over time. Thus, it is 
doubtful that present technology would still be in general use 15 years 
hence. 
The Production Alternatives 
Factors endogenous to the entire system, but exogenous to the firm, 
may restrict the general applicability of any enterprise. Inclusion of 
such enterprises may lead to microestimates which are incompatible = 
when aggregated - with the aggregate economic conditions assumed. It 
is the responsibility of the researcher to identify those enterprises 
and eliminate them from aggregate consideration. Adjustments in esti= 
mates may later be necessary to account for the effect of these ex= 
clusions within the sphere of their limitations 0 
Alternatives which have been excluded from this analysis include 
such enterprises as dairy, beef cattle ranching, poultry and livestock 
feeder operations, and irrigation. Acreages presently employed in 
6 Nerlove and Bachman, "Analysis of Changes in Agricultural Supply," 
p. 536.
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these uses are removed from the included resource base and assumed to 
remain constant. Dairy and poultry have been eliminated from consider= 
ation because the market situation for these products is such that 
relatively small acreages could produce enough of these products to 
satisfy the current demand at current prices for all population (expan= 
ded by 10 percent) within a 300=mile radius of the study area. Further
i 
this figure does not account for inter=area competition from areas 
adjacent to the study region. If this were taken into consideration» 
the applicability of dairy and poultry enterprises would be even further 
limited. 
Beef cattle ranches have been eliminated from consideration because 
the extensive native range which is necessary for such operations rather 
definitely commits ranch resources to livestock production. Thus, re­
sources which are presently in ranches are assumed to remain in ranches. 
Other livestock enterprises may be produced on crop farms
P 
but only those 
livestock enterprises which are land=based. Grain production above re= 
quirements for human consumption is considered to be a joint product 
with livestock. The model constructed for this analysis is incapable 
of allocating feed grains among the various classes of livestock. Feed= 
lot operations have been excluded since they are largely a function of 
feed=grain production and the capital market. This leaves only the land= 
based livestock alternatives to be included on dry=land crop farms. 
Presently, data regarding yields on irrigated acreages are unavail= 
able
9 
although research is being conducted in this area. Approximately 
three percent of total cropland is c�rrently irrigated. By 1975, this 
41 
7 acreage is expected to increase to five percent. Because of the very
small irrigated acreage and the lack of data concerning yields on ir:ri= 
gated land� irrigated acreage has been excluded from the analysis. 
Resources which are included in the base for analysis are those 
resources which are currently in dry-land crop farms. The enterprises 
which these resources are allowed to produce are those which face 
market and production conditions that indicate general adjustment 
alternatives. Thus, the enterprises included for all resource situations 
are cotton, wheat and other small grains, forage
3 
and a variety of land= 
based feeder steer and cow=calf operations. Sandy and loam soils have 






Prices received by farmers a:re specified in Appendices V
3 
VI.» and 
VII.  Since cotton obviously compete.a with other products for resm.J1rces
.9 
meaningful answers can be derived only when the prices rece:i.,ved for all 
major outputs are varied. In the Rolling Plains, cotton
1 
wheat, feed 
grains» and bee.f are the major pt:oduc ts • For p·:J.:rposes of this analysis
P 
wheat has been priced at $1.25 per bushel» and is assumed to be priced 
on a feed grain basis. Beef production is dependent UJP>i'.m feed grain 
and forage production. Thus. feed grains and beef have been aggregated 
in the sense that their prices have been simultaneously varied by the 
same magnitude and in the same direction. In this analysis• any esti= 
mate involving grain is inherently dependent upon the interactive re= 
lationship between beef supply and grain supply» and vice versa. 
7oklahoma and Texas Soil Conservation Services» U, s. Department of 
Agriculture
y 
National Inventory of Soil an_d Water Conservation Needs. 
The supply functions for resource inputs are assumed to be per= 
fectly elastic. That is, the prices of inputs are constant, and are 
independent of the quantities used. It may be argued that the agri-
cultural industry uses a small enough proportion of total resources 
42 
that changes in agricultural demand for those resources are not likely 
to affect resource prices. It hardly seems reasonable
9 
however� to 
argue that increased demand for agricultural labor in a sparsely popu= 
lated region such as the Rolling Plains will not affect farm wage rates. 
Resource costs are assumed to be at 1958 levels as estimated by 
means of a field survey of machinery
9 
feed and seed» and fertilizer 
dealers across the study area. The averages of the prices estimated 
by these dealers are used throughout the analysis. In the case of 
machinery, allowance has been made for the average discount allowed 
for trade= in, and in the case of feed, seed, and fertilizer, adjust= 
ments were made for bulk purchases. Fencing and specialized building 
equipment costs have been estimated for the livestock enterprises, based 
on agricultural engineering research. Custom farm wage rates were de= 
8 rived from a recent survey. Hourly wage rates are assumed to be $1.00 
per hour - a figure currently observed in the northern portion of the 
area, but somewhat higher than that existing in the southern and cen= 
tral portions. 
The institutional framework is assumed to be such that no restraints 
are placed upon crop acreages or livestock numbers. However, only the 
Bn. B. Jeffrey, Cecil D. Maynard and Odel L. Walker» Oklahoma 




Stillwater, Oklahoma� 1960. 
E. A. Tucker, Odell L. Walker» and D. B. Jeffrey» Custom Rates for 
Farm 5Zlnerations in Oklahoma 3 Bulletin B







July J 1956. 
43 
land=based beef-type enterprises were considered. Firms are assumed to 
behave within this framework so as to maximize p�ofits under the 
assumptions of perfect competition. 
The Microestimates 
Using the resources on representative farms as restrictions
J 
pro= 
gramming models were constructed for the purpose of determining the 
optimum farm organizations through linear programming techniques. The 
programmed optima include estimates of commodity production
J 
labor hired» 




risk and management. These are the microsupply relation= 
ships which are to be aggregated for the entire study region. Detailed 
figures concerning the microsupply estimates are now in process of 
publication.
9 




Unpublished S-42 Research Materials. 
CHAPTER IV 
AGGREGATIVE PROCEDURES 
Resources Available for Adjustment 
Courses of action which have one appearance at the firm level may 
have quite a different appearance in the aggregate. As Boulding
1 
points 
out J we as individuals can do many things only because most other indivi= 
duals refrain from doing them. Because of the atomistically competitive 
nature of the agricultural ind�stry, an enterprise which may appear to 
be an adjustment alternative at the firm level may be no alternative at 
all in the aggregate. 
Through analysis based on the 1959 Census of Agriculture,
2 
it has 
been determined that the relative importance of the excluded alterna= 
tive resource uses has been relatively constant since 1945. Therefore, 
it is assumed that the relative acreages employed in these alternative 
uses would tend to be constant in the future. Further, it is assumed 
that these resource uses are proportionally distributed among the vari= 
ous resource situations. That is» if the excluded alternatives currently 
occupy 20 percent of the area c:r.opland
3 
20 percent of the cropland in all 
resource situations would be removed from the total in estimating the 






u. s. Department of Commerce 9 Bureau of the Census .v .!L....§_. Census 
of Agriculture $ 1959 .v for Oklahoma and Texas. 
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The Aggregative Resource Bases 
Three primary resource bases have been estimated. For each of 
these bases1 adjustments have been made to differentiate between the 
currently observed farm size weights and the corresponding 1975 ex= 
pected weights. These adjustments yield a total of six resource 
bases. Estimated acreages for each of these bases are found in 
Table VI. 
45 
All resource bases exclude the acreage in the excluded alterna= 
tives. Base Number I includes all land currently in included resource 
uses. Base Number II includes all land expected to be in included re= 
source uses in 1975 - the difference between bases I and II being the 
expected increase in irrigated cropland. Both bases I and II refer to 
a full adjustment aggregation. Base III indicates the distribution of 
respondent and limited response (or nonrespondent) resources for the 







Commercial Class VI farms being designated as nonrespondents. Base IV 
corresponds to base III for the 1975 projection. Base V shows the 
current distribution of included resources between the respondent and 
nonrespondent groups3 with resources controlled by individuals older 
than 55 years of age being added to the nonrespondent base. Base VI 
corresponds to base V for the 1975 projection of farm size distribution. 
The Aggregative Weights 
In a normative analysis such as this study� the model for aggre= 
gation is simple addition within cells (or resource situations) and 
then addition across cells. Resource costs have been assumed constant. 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































marginal cost curves) is perfectly consistent with economic theory 0 If 
a given set of conditions are in force, then similar firms should react
to those conditions in a similar manner 0 Aggregative relationships J if 
they are to be consistent with the generated microrelationships, must
then reflect the summation of these individual firm reactions 0 Summa= 
tion within cells and then across cells is consistent with Theil 1 s
3 
criteria for perfect aggregation o The normative macrorelationships 
will reflect and be consistent with the normative micrcrelationships. 
Each of the models used in this analysis employs the simple 
weighted average summation technique of aggregation. The primary 
differences in these models are differences arising from assumptions 
in regard to response patterns -for individuals P and the manner and rate 
at which they adjust their operations in response to economic stimuli. 
The aggregative weights for each aggregation are computed in the 
following manner o The aggregative resource base as shown in Table 4 o l 
is distributed among resource situations in the same proportions as the 
resources occur in the area o The cropland acreages of the representa= 
tive farms are then divided into the corresponding aggregate cropland 
acreages to gain estimates of the weights, to be used in estimating 
aggregates for that resource base. 
The�� Distribution. 
The "even" number aggregative resource bases of Table VI refer to 
a projected distribution of farm size .<> while the "odd" numbers refer to 
3 
H. Theil, p. 140.
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the present farm size distribution. Therefore, it was necessary to esti=
mate the rate of transition of small farms into large farms 3 and the re= 
sulting changes in the aggregative weights for those aggregations re= 
£erring to 1975 distributions of farm size. 
The available data required that the estimates of changing farm 
size distributions be based on weights using the farm size distribu= 
tion by total land in farms. This is due to the fact that data avail= 
able from the 1959 Census of Agriculture lists n,o farm size distribution 
by the total cropland acreage. Projecting fann num�ers by size groups 
through the use of linear arithmetic trends was not feasible. Negative 
numbers would be obtained in some size groups and the projected in= 
crease in the number of large farms would require more total acreage 
than was present in the area. A great deal of consolidation of farm 
resources has occurred in the past fifteen years
J 
and more is expected 
in the next fifteen. Therefore» it was decided that change in total
land by size groups between 1945 and 1959 would be a reasonable basis 
for projecting between 1959 and 1975. Accordingly 3 the percentage change 
between 1945 and 1959 was applied to the 1959 estimates to obtain esti= 
mates for weighting the 1975 distribution. The excess in total acreage 
wh:i.ch occurred was reduced proportionally to correspond with the total 
included cropland acreage assumed for 1975. 
Single representative farms portray the microsupply relationships 
on all resource situations other than the Oklahoma Loams. Therefore
J 
these were the only resource situations affe.cted by a chaxiging size 
distribution. Data are available for the current farm size distribution 
within the "pure" ASC sample communities for the Oklahoma Loam 
49 
situations. The sample ASC data have been adjusted for overlapping 
ranges on a proportional basis. The 1975 estimates made for the Census 
distribution have been divided by the 1959 base, and the resulting per= 
centages used to estimate the Oklahoma Loam soils farm size distributions 
for 1975. 
The ASC community sample indicated that 60 percent of Oklahoma Level 
Loam resources were represented by the Level Loam small farm. Using the 
procedure above, the 1975 projected distribution indicates that this 
figure would be reduced to 45 percent. Comparable figures for the 
Oklahoma Rolling Loam indicate that small farm resource representation 
will be reduced from 54 percent to 27 percent by 1975. 
The Aggregative Models 
Three alternative models for aggregation have been formulated. 
These are: 
Model A 
This model assumes three levels of response and two sets of farm 
size distribution weights 9 necessitating six separate sets of aggrega= 
tions. The levels of response are as follows: (1) total adjustment of 
included resources 9 (2) total adjustment of resources presently included 
in Census Commercial Farm Classes I=V j and (3) total adjustment of re= 
sources in Census Conunercial Classes IQV
J 
such resources being presently 
controlled by operators younger than 55 years of age o The farm size 
distribution weights are (1) present
i 
and (2) 1975 expectations. 
For adjustment level (2), it has been postulated that Conunercial 
Class VI farms are likely to be the most immediate casualties of the 
50 
adjustment process. Part=time and semi=retired farms are assumed to be 
less dependent upon farm income than Commercial farms 9 and therefore 
less likely to respond to price changes. With regard to adjustment 
level (3), it is assumed that operators older than 55 years tend to be
less respondent to price changes than younger operators because of 
Social Security considerations, inertia 9 health reasons P and other
such factors which tend to limit the flexibility of older persons. 
In both adjustment levels (2) and (3), "nonrespondent" resources
a:re assumed to continue production at the levels observed in the most 
recent Census of Agriculture. This production is added to respondent 
resource production to gain total output estimates. Total net farm 
incomes have not been estimated for these adjustment le,rels. Since 
current farm organization for 11nonrespondents 11 is so dependent upon 
the current institutional framework of acreage allotments» price
supports, etc., cost and return functions under the assumptions of
this analysis are indeterminant. 
Single farm sizes represent all resource situations except the 
two Oklahoma Loam soils. The only change which should be observed 
due to the farm size distribution weights would be those changes 
occurring due to the shifts of loam farms from one range of linearity 
to another as a result of farm consolidation. Such shifts would alter 
the proportions of Oklahoma Loam soils to which the microsupply relation= 
ships generated for small and large loam farms would apply. 
The mechanics of Model A aggregations involve the estimation of the 
aggregative weights such that the numbers of representative fanns are 
consistent with the total acreages of cropland in the vari,ous resource 
situations. These weights are multiplied by microsupply relationships 
51 
for the various situations to estimate the rnacrosupply relationships 
for the included resources in a given resource base. 
Since it was not possible to determine the composition of livestock 
enterprises on nonrespondent resources from the Census data, livestock 
production for nonrespondent resources was budgeted from other research 
f. d" 4 1.n 1.ngs. The 1959 field survey showed that the livestock operations 
were predominantly of the cow= calf variety, and especially so if the 
operation were small or if the operator were old. It has been assumed 
that the livestock operation on nonrespondent rescurces will be of the 
cow= calf type. 
A Model A aggregate will be identified by the letter "A" followed by 
the number of the resource base to which it applies. Hence
9 
Aggregation 
A=I refers to that aggregation which assumes the current size distribu= 
tion of farms
3 
with total adjustment of included resources. 
Model B 
Model B involves essentially the same assumptions as Model A
P 
except with respect to "non:responde:nt" resource behavior:. In Model B� 
it is postulated that these resources respond to price changes, but are 
less sensiti·v-e to such changes than are Class I=V commercial farms (i.e.• 
they have "limited responsen ). Class VI commercial fa!'ms are apt to be 
limited by capital restrictions, and part=time and semi=retired operators 
are relatively less dependent upon farm income, It is assumed that these 
units might fail to reorganize for a small increase in net revenue
1 
but 
lfAlfred L. Barr, et al.
3 
Beef Cattle §_ystems: Estima� Production, 
Income� Costs, Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station Processed 
Series P=358, Stillwater, Oklahoma, September, 1960. 
John W. Goodwin
j 
et al.� Resourc� Requiremen�� Costs� Expected 
Returns; Alternative Crop and Livestock Enterprises; Clay Soils of the 
Rolling Plains..£! Southwestern Oklahoma. 
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a larger potential increase would provoke reaction. Therefore
J 
it is 
assumed that "fully respondent" resources require a six percent return 
on capital while "limited response" resources require some larger re= 
turn assumed to be 18 percent. These levels have been arbitrarily 
chosen for purposes of comparison with the capital levels assumed in 
Model A. However
J 
greater capital return levels might be more realistic. 
Model B will require four additional sets of aggregations for two 
levels of response and two sets of farm size distribution weights. The 
full adjustment aggregations are identical in all models. Farm size 
distribution weights are identical to those in Model A while the levels 
of response correspond to levels (2) and (3) of Model A
» 
except for the 
differentiated return requirement. Fully respondent resources in Model 
B react identically with resources at six percent capital levels in Model 
A. Nonrespondents react as the 18 percent microsupply estimates imply»
rather than failing to react at all. 
Model B aggregates are identified by the letter 11B11 followed by 
the number of the relevant re.source base. Thus
J 
aggregate B-V refers 
to that aggregate in which the farm size distribution is assumed to be 
the current one. The respondent resources included react to price as 
if they required a six percent return on capital
J 
and the nonrespondent 
resources = Class VI Commercial farms
P 
part=time and semi=retired farms
P 
and farms currently operated by older persons = are assumed to react as 
if an 18 percent return were required. 
Model Q
Model C assumes that the microsupply relationships generated for 
the assumed base prices represent an area equilibrium situation. As 
53 
prices vary from this basic equilibriumPresponse to price variation 
reflects prodl;l.��r expectations with respect to the permanence of the 
-'· )""':'�)· 
change. If ail producers expected the change to be permanent, then 
response would be 100 percent adjustment. If, however, some portion of 
farmers expected the price situation to return to the equilibrium base 
in the not too distant future, the magnitude of adjustment would be the 
proportion of farmers who viewed the change as permanent. 
Procedure for aggregating under the assumptions of Model C is 
identical with that for Models A and B at the assumed base prices for 
all commodities. But in Aggregations C-III through C-VI, those portions 
of resources which view price changes as permanent adjust organization 
and output to the programmed optima. The remaining resources maintain 
the organization and enterprise combination observed for the initial 
equilibrium. Computations of total output are made by adding()( percent 
of output at the full adjustment optima to,JS percent of output at the 
assumed position of initial equilibrium (where ex is the responsive 
resource percentage and/1 is the nonresponsive resource percentage). 
Aggregate net income is computed by adding OC. percent of the full adjust= 
ment income to �percent of the initial equilibrium income adjusted for 
differences in expected and actual prices received. In Aggregations 
C-III and C-IV, fX is assumed to be 80 while� is assumed to be 20.
For Aggregations c-v and C-VI, a and J are both assumed to equal SO
percent.
In Aggregations C-III and C-IV, the 20 percent of farmers who view 
the price changes as temporary lack the necessary capital, knowledge, 
will, etc., to adjust. Approximately 30 percent of resources are 
currently controlled by operators of Commercial Class I-V farms who are 
54 
older than 55 years of age. It is postulated that the period of time 
necessary for adjustment exceeds the length of the planning period for 
these individuals. Hence, the second level of less than full adjust= 
ment assumes that nonadjustcrs total 50 percent (20 + 30 � 50) of the 
operators. 
Six sets of aggregations are required for Model c, based upon the 
current and expected distributions of farm size» and upon the three 
response levels. The full (100 percent) adjustment aggregations are 
identical with corresponding aggregations for Models A and B. Aggre= 
gations C-I, C-III and C=V are applicable to Resource Base Number I» 
which assumes the current farm size distribution. Aggregations C-II 9 
C-IV, and C-VI refer to the projected farm size distribution of
Resource Base Number II. Aggregations which are dependent upon the 
same resource base are all identical at the assumed position of equi= 
librium for both capital returns levels. With the less= than�full adjust= 
ment aggregations, the production of various commodities moves from 
the initial equilibrium toward those equilibria consistent with new 
prices as the prices change. Since some units fail to adjust in 
these aggregations
P 
full equilibrium is not observed at prices other 
than the assumed equilibrium levels. 
CHAPTER V 
MODEL A AGGREGATIVE RESULTS 
All Model A aggregations have been formulated by identical 
aggregative methods; however, the resource bases and assumptions vary 
as one moves from aggregation to aggregation. The basic varia'tion is 
due to two assumptions� 
(1) the relevant fann size distribution
P 
and
(2) the level of adjustment to changing prices.
Cropland acreages of responsive resources by resource situations 
are shown in Table VII
P 
while Table VIII indicates the numbers of 
representative fanns which are consistent with these cropland acreages. 
The representative farm numbers then become the aggregative weights to 
be applied to the microsupply estimates in the computation of totals 
for respondent resources under the assumptions of the various Model A 
aggregations. It is to be emphasized that representative farm numbers 
used as aggregative weights do not represent the actual 'nuritbe.f:'.of:. ·farms o 
It will be noted that there is a constant difference of 270 9 460 
acres in the total responsive cropland acreages for the two farm size 
distributions for each response level 0 This difference is due to the 
exclusion of the increase in irrigated cropland expected by 1975. Since 
this analysis is concerned with the dry-land crop farm resources
J> 
tran= 
sition of acreage from dry land to irrigated cropland categories 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Detailed estimates of aggregate response to changing prices are 
presented in Appendix A of this analysis. For discussion purposes, the 
analysis will be restricted to general relationships which may be ob= 
served in the Model A aggregates. 
Aggregations A-I and A=II 
These two aggregations represent the full adjustment assumption for 
the two farm size distributions. A comparison of Figures 2 and 3 
indicates that there is very little difference in the incomes generated 
by dry land resources under the two farm size distribution assumptions. 
Total cotton production is somewhat less in A=II than in A-I, but the 
difference is negligible. The full adjustment aggregations are identi­
cal for all three model types. Full adjustment aggregations are basic 
for all other aggregations within types. Therefore
J 
it is concluded 
that the effect of the changing farm size distribution has no consider­
able effect upon the aggregates, and that those aggregations which 
apply to the current distribution of farm size will be relevant for all 
levels of adjustment. Aggregate figures for both farm size distributions 
under all assumptions with regard to adjustment levels are included in 
the Appendices, but in this section of the analysis
9 
the discussion will 
be confined to Aggregates A= I» A= III, and A-V. 
Figure 2 indicates the effects of changing cotton and feed grain= 
livestock prices
y 
and capital costs upon the total net return and the 
total production of cotton. As would be expected
i 
as cotton prices in= 
crease J cotton production and income also increase. As the feed grain­
livestock prices increase
9 
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increases. Increasing capital cost from six to 18 percent reduces 
income; but generally causes cotton production to be increased. 
An exception to this generalization may be observed at cotton 
priced at $26.40 per hundredweight, when the feed grain-livestock 
price is held constant at 70 percent of the base price. In this 
case, cotton production is less at 18 percent capital cost than at 
six percent. This phenomenon may be explained by the fact that 
cotton supply is in general rendered more elastic when capital costs 
increase at low feed grain= livestock prices. Tlms, cotton production 
reaches a physical maximum with the cheaper capital at a lower cotton 
price than is observed with the relatively more expensive capital» and 
then is perfectly inelastic as price increases. In either case, when 
cotton price is $30.80 per hundredweight of lint» Rolling Plains 
cotton production is at full capacity of 9.5 million hundredweights» 
or about 2 million bales. 
Cotton production increases with increased restriction upon 
capital. This may be explained by the fact that cotton tends to be a 
capital=extensive, labor-intensive enterprise, relative to the other 
programmed alternatives. As the price of a factor is inc:reased 3 the 
entrepreneur attempts to equaH.ze marcginal costs and marginal :returns 
61 
for all resources within and between enterprises. Thus» he would combine 
relatively less of the more expensive factor and relatively more of the 
less expensive factor as the price of any factor increased. Since hired 
labor cost is assumed to remain constant at $1.00 per hour» as capital 
costs increase
j 
the manager restores equilibrium in his firm by increas­
ing the use of labor and reducing the use of capital. Since cotton 
extends capital over a larger group of other resources
9 
it is the 
enterprise chosen to restore equilibrium, 
62 
Livestock numbers behave in precisely a reverse manner from cotton 
in reaction to changing capital cost levels (see Figure 4). As would 
be expected, cattle numbers increase as livestock prices increase, but 
increased capital costs rather severely restrict livestock enterprises. 
This results from the relatively very high capital investment these 
enterprises require (i.e.J livestock is a capital=intensive J labor­
extensive enterprise). Further j as capital cost increases from six to 
18 percent, cows are relatively much more important, since a cow= calf 
operation is less capital intensive than a land=based feeder steer 
operation. 
The reaction of feed grain production to capital restriction is 
dependent upon the cotton price level. Feed grains and cotton compete 
for land resources; therefore, at low cotton prices, feed grain produc­
tion is very high, Much land is utilized for forage production. As 
capital costs are increased, feed grains production is reduced for low 
feed grain prices, This results from the "intermediately" capital= 
extensive character of the feed grain enterprise. Cotton replaces both 
livestock and feed grain at low livestock-feed grain prices as a result 
of capital restriction, since it is relatively more capital extensive. 
At high feed grain prices and low cotton prices J feed grain has a rel= 
atively more favorable profit position. Therefore
3 
it joins cotton in 
the replacing of the livestock enterprises, But as cotton prices increase J 
feed grain production becomes sensitive to capital limitation. That is» 
it is replaced by cotton
J 
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The functions graphed in Figure 4 are not true supply response 
functions
:; 
since the necessary ceteru� ,Paribus conditions are absent 
(i.e.JJ feed grain and livestock prices are varied simultaneously) o It
is impossible from the information give:1 to sepB.rate the complimentary 
:relationships = assuming that they do in fact exist = in estimating the 
responsiveness of the two products. Nevertheless» some idea of the
reaction of these products to changing conditions may be gleaned from 
such a diagram. 
Labor hired for all aggregations is highly correlated with cotton 
acreage, I10c Aggregation A-I, the lowest labor requirement occurs at
the highest feed grain-livestock price, with capital at 18 percent and
cotton priced at $13.20 per hundre.dweight. This combination also pre,= 
duces the smallest quantity of cotton. The lower the feed grai.n­
livestock price
y 





more labor required. High labor requirements are normally associ.a.ted 
with high cotton prices, since cotton is the most labor-intensive enter
= 
prise. 
Aggregations A=I!I Through A-VI 
As me.ntioned earlier'» Agg1
cegations A·�III tht·m.;;gh A·,VI assume that
certain resources included in A-I and A=II are nonrespondent. These 
resources are assumed to maintain current re.source organization and 
production. The magnit1.ui,<;;s of these resources and th8:i..r prod.ucti.on aim 
li.sted in Table IX. Since cu·1crent organization and production are
assumed� the magnitudes of these resources and t:he:ir production remain
constant re.gardless of the farm size distribution. 
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TABLE IX 
TOTAL PRODUCTION ESTIMATES FOR NONRESPONSIVE RESOURCES IN AGGREGATIONS 
A-III, A-IV AND A-V J) A-VI, ROLLING PLAINS OF OKLAHOMA AND TEXAS
Item Unit . Quantity 
Resources designated Nonrespondent for Aggregation A-III and A=IV: 






Feed Grain acreage 








h . 1 1cwt, w eat equiva ent 
each2 






84 .i> 837 
535,563 
10,990 
Commercial Class VI, part=time and semi-retired farms plus those 
farms operated by individuals older than SS years of age 





Feed Grain acreage 














1 )) 045,319 
685,589 
5, 749 ,211 
60,211 
1
All grain production has been estimated on hundredweight o( wheat 
equivalent, adjustments having been made for price differences and 
weight differences. 
2cow numbers have been budgeted from John W. Goodwin, et al.,�­
source Requirements; Costs� Expected Returns9 Alternative Crop.!:!!.!.! 
Livestock Enterprises, Clay Soils.£!! the Rolling Plains of Southwestern 
Oklahoma, p. 32. 
Source: U. s. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, U. s. Census 
of Agriculture, 1959, 
Figures 5 and 6 show the aggregate production and income for 
included responsive resources in Aggregation A=III. Total production 
for all included resources would be obtained simply by shifting the 
curves to the right by the quantities of the products indicated for 
Aggregation A-III in Table IX. For Aggregation A=III, these quanti= 
ties are so small that they have been ignored. 
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Total income would be indeterminant for both Aggregations A-III 
and A-V since it is not feasible to estimate income for the nonrespon= 
dent resources organized for current conditions and facing some 
revenue function which is widely divergent from the current revenue 
situation. Also, neither labor nor capital requirements could be 
estimated for the nonrespondents because of the reasons stated above. 
Aggregate production and income for respondent resources for 
Aggregation A-III react in precisely the same manner as for Aggregation 
A=I, and the same relationships prevail between A=III and A-IV as are 
observed between A-I and A-II. The primary differences are in the 
magnitudes in which these reactions occur. 
The relationship between A-V and A-VI are of the same sort as be= 
tween the two farm size distributions for the other adjustment levels. 
Again, it is a question of magnitudes. Likewise J the relationships in 
A=V are the same as are present in A-I and A=III, except for the magni= 
tudes in which the responses occur. 
Of particular significance in Aggregation A=V is the size of the 
nonrespondent resource base. Approximately a third of all cropland 
resources are in this classification i compared with only five percent 
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69 
in Aggregation A-III. When the current production coefficients for these 
resources are added to the aggregate figures for the respondent resources
j) 
a rather noticeable difference is observed. 
It is apparent from Figures 7 and 8 that Aggregation A=V allows much 
less of all products to be supplied. Only net income from respondent 
resources is shown in Figure 7 since the total income function is inde= 
terminant., About the only generalization that can be made with regard 
to aggregate income is that total income under the stated price assump= 
tions would be apt to be reduced more than the production of all crops
9 
compared with Aggregation A=I, since that aggregation represents optimal 
organization of all resources, with the profit maximizing goal as the 
criterion for optimization. 
With all Type "A" aggregations
j 
there is a range within which cotton 
supply approaches perfect elasticity. This range occurs between cotton 
prices of $17.60 and $22.00 per hundredweight of lint
P 
if feed grain and 
livestock prices are at or below the base levels, If feed grain= livestock 
prices rise above the base
9 
the range is between $22.00 and $26.li-O per 
hundredweight. The assumptions of Aggregation A=V reduce the breadth of 
this range tremendously. 
Cropland Reseeding Alternatives 
In all Type "A'v aggregations j) the maximum acreage of cropland re= 
seeded to permanent pasture occurred for the full adjustment aggregations 
when capital costs were at six percent
9 
livestock and feed grains were 
priced at 100 percent of the base price, and cotton was priced at $13 0 20 
per hundredweight. In no case did the cropland reseeding alternative 
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rates were increased, then the resulting capital restriction limited 
reseeding to pasture to a maximum of one percent of the total cropland. 
If cotton prices were increased, cotton replaced the reseeding. If 
livestock-feed grain prices were increased, then feed grains replaced 
much of the reseeded land. If livestock-feed grain prices were reduced
9 
then revenue from the cattle which used the reseeded land was so low 
that reseeding lost its attraction
;) 
and much land was left idle. 
In all cases
j 
cropland reseeded to pasture was restricted to the 
lower productivity classes of land (i.e.:J the class 11dn and "e" soils). 
Because of the difficulty and resulting expense of restoring perennial 
grasses to clay soils, reseeded cropland was not observed on clay 
resources. 
Summary and Implications 
The assumptions of the Type "A" models present a type of hybrid 
relationship with respect to time. The respondent resources have been 
assumed to adjust completely to the changing conditions = without 
institutional restraints � while nonrespondent resources adjust not at 
all from their current positions. This situation implicitly assumes 
that the nonrespondent resources are still subject to the current insti= 
tutional or personal restraints of acreage cont;rols and price supports
,. 
�ihile the respondent resources are free of them. 
If it can be shown that the nonrespondent resources are in fact 
optimally organized within the framework of present prices = with the 
institutional restrictions removed= then Aggregations A= III through 
A=VI may be shown to have some validity. If
1 
on the other hand, these 
73 
nonresponders would operate differently if free of all institutional 
restraints
:; 
then the Type "A" model must be discarded. The two full 
adjustment aggregations (A-I and A-II) would of course still be relevant. 
Other shortcomings of the Type "A" models include the difficult» 
if not impossible» task of estimating such things as net returns» labor 
hired, etc.� for nonrespondent resources. 
Despite its shortcomings
!' 
several useful facts may be drawn from 
the Type "A11 model. Under optimum resource organh:ation» there is a 
broad range of output within which cotton supply approaches perfect 
elasticity. When resources become nonrespondent to price changes» the 
length of this range is shortened» and the entire supply function in 
general becomes less elastic. 
CHAPTER VI 
MODEL B AGGREGATIVE RESULTS 
Like the Model A aggregations, Model B aggregations have been 
formulated by the simple summation method. Aggregations B-I and B-II 
- the full adjustment aggregations for the two farm= size distributions
= are identical with the six percent capital cost levels of A=! and A-II. 
As in Model A, the changing farm= size distribution has so little effect 
upon the aggregations that the difference is hardly perceptible when 
graphed. Therefore, for discussion purposes, this section of the analy= 
sis will be confined to those aggregations dealing with the current farm 
size distributions (i.e., Aggregations B=III and B=V). Detailed 
estimates for all Model B aggregations may be found in Appendix B of this 
work. 
The primary difference in the Model A and Model B aggregation lies 
in the assumptions made with regard to the nonrespondent resources. In 
Model A j these resources were assumed to remain at their present levels 
of production and organization; whereas, in Model B, these resources are 
assumed to make a limited adjustment. Responsive resources are assumed 
to react as if a six percent return on capital were required» while 
limited response resources are assumed to require an 18 percent return. 
Cropland acreages and aggregative weights for responsive resources 
in the Model B aggregations are the same as for responsive resources in 
Model A. While the Model B limited response resources are of the same 
magnitudes as for the corresponding Model A aggregations t they have been 
74 
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distributed according to cropland ratios and aggregative weights. The 
cropland distribution for Model B responsive resources is identical with 
Model A (see Table VII), while that for nonresponsive resources is shown 
in Table X. The numbers of representative farms consistent with non= 
respondent acreages (i.e., the aggregative weights) are shown in Table 
XI. 
Aggregation B=III 
Even though only five percent of cropland resources are limited by 
the increased capital return requirement for B-III, Figures 9 and 10 
show a difference in aggregative response, compared with results of 
Aggregation A-III. Over= all cotton production tends to be greater at 
high cotton prices and lower at low cotton prices. Over= all livestock 
numbers behave in the same general manner
j 
and over=all grain production 
tends to be greater than the six percent capital cost level of production 
for A-III, in both the position and slope of the function. As in Model A
P 
labor requirements are correlated with the acreage of cotton. 
Since limited response resources require a higher capital return
J 
cotton production is increased at high cotton prices because of the 
combination. This is due to absence of the acreage allotment restriction 
upon the limited response resources and the capital=extensive nature of 
the cotton enterprise. For example
i 
at the 100 percent price level for 
feed grains and livestock, and at a cotton price level of $30.80 per 





hundredweights. Total production under the corresponding full adjust= 
ment models (A-I and/or B-I) is 9,326
j
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percent capital cost, responsive A-III resources show 8 1 843,571 
hundredweights. Nonresponsive A-III resources produce 47,510 hundred= 




Given the circumstances cited above
J 
the difference between cotton 
production for Aggregations A-III and B-III is 438,550 hundredweights. 
Of this, 3,436 hundredweights may be attributed to the capital=extensive 
nature of the cotton enterprise, while the remainder of l�35
;, 
114 hundred= 
weights may be credited to the absence of the allotment restriction 
upon the limited response resources. 
Similarly, the differences in livestock numbers may be attributed 
to the assumption that the nonrespondent alternatives operate only the 
cow-calf sort of livestock enterprise. Grain production in Aggregation 
B-III is subject to two conflicting forces operating in different di=
rections 9 depending upon the price ratio for grain and cotton. If the 
price ratio is high - i.e., if the grain price is high and cotton price 
is low - then the relaxed assumption of the acreage restriction causes 
the estimate of grain production to tend to be higher in B=III than in 
the six percent capital cost estimate for A=III.. Further.» if cotton 
prices are low» then the grain enterprise is relatively more profitable» 
so the higher capital requirement of the limited response resources is 
satisfied with increased grain production. On the other hand, if the 
cotton price is high, cotton tends to replace grain because of the 
relatively more capital-extensive property of cotton. Therefore, while 
the capital restriction on 1 imi ted response resources incre.ases grain 
production at low cotton prices» it reduces it at high cotton prices.
81 
Aggregation B-V 
The same relationships observed in Aggregation B=III prevail 
in Aggregation B=V J except that they are much more apparent as a result 
of the increased acreage included in the limited response resources. The 
dual effect of capital extension and absence of acreage restrictions upon 
cotton production as compared with A=V is much cle.arer in this case (see 
Figures 11 and 12). Postulating the same conditions ($30.80 cotton price
2 
and 100 percent feed grain-livestock prices), cotton production at six
per.cer1 t capital cost for Aggregation A�·V is 6 » 345 J 58 7 hundredweights of
lint. Nonrespondent reso1Jrces fc1c A�·V produce 1»045 J 319 hundredweights $ 
for a total of 7 1 390,906 for the entire aggregation. 
Aggregation B=V est.imates total cotton production at 9 1 3L�6
J
950 
hundredweights. Total pro due tion under the full adj us tmen t aggregation 
for six percent capital cost i.s 9»326»195 huin.dredwe,ights t a difference of
20,755 less than Aggregation B-V 0 s estimate. This difference indicates 
the influence of the increased capital return requirement for the limited 
response resources of Aggregation B=V. The total difference between 
Aggregations A=V and B·�V is l.�956 J 04-l1. hundredweights. Removing the effect
of the capital limitation upon the limited respc:inse resources» it is clear
that the effect of the assumption that limited response resources maintain 
current organization and production (and hence are subject to acreage 
allotment restrictions) i.s 1, 935 j 289 hundredweights,
Cropland Reseeding 
As in the Model A aggregations, the incidence of the cropland re
= 
seeding alternative is quite small. Since no land is reseeded to pasture 
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84 
the reseeding estimates for this price level are. the same for all com= 
parable A and B aggregations. But as the livestock-feed grain price level 
increases, reseeded acreages for Aggregations B-III and B-V slightly ex­
ceed estimates of Aggregations A=III and. A-V. The relationships involving 
reseeded cropland in the Model B aggregations are the same as in the Model 
A aggregations» except for slightly larger estimates for Aggregations 
B-III through B-VI when the livestock-feed grain price is 100 percent or
more of the base. 
Summary and Implications 
Model B abstracts from tying farm production and organization to 
any specified point in time. If the postulated conditions were. to occur 
at any time, the results estimated by the B models would be the same. 
With Model A, the resulting estimates would be dependent upon the insti� 
tutions prevailing at the time the study was initiated. 
Compared with Model A, the estimates of total cotton production 
with Model B tend to broaden the range of near-perfect elasticity of 
cotton supply for the aggregations assuming something less than full 
adjustment. This arises from the assumption that limited response re= 
sources react as if an 18 percent capital retm:n were required� rather 
than making no reaction or adjustment from their current positions. 
Cropland reseeding is of minor importance as an individual adjust= 
ment. As with Model A, the greatest reseeded acreage occurs at the base 
prices for feed grain and livestock
.9 
and at very lc.w cotton prices. As 
cotton prices rise, increased cotton production causes reseeded 
acreage to be reduced. If feed grain= livestock prices fall below the 
85 
base, the profitability of reseeding is curtailed as a result of reduced
profitability of livestock. If these prices rise above the base, then 
increased feed grain production reduces reseeded acreage. 
CHAPTER VI I· 
MODEL C AGGREGATIVE RESULTS 
Model C is that model which depends upon the level of operator 
expectations for determination of the adjustment level. Three alter= 
native sets of assumptions have been a.dvanced: 
(1) All farmers expect changes to be long run = or permanent =
and hence make proper adjustments» thus tending to restore
equilibrium. This would be a full adjustment aggregation
and identical to the Models A and B full adjustment
estimates.
(2) Eighty percent of farmers view any changes as permanent
P 
while 20 percent expect them to be of a temporary nature.
Hence the 80 percent adjust while the 20 percent hold fast.
(Aggregations C-III and C-IV)
(3) Fifty percent of farmers expect changes to be permanent P 
while the. remaining 50 perc.ent view them as short.= term
variations that do not justify reorganization and adjust=
ment. (Aggregations C-V and C-VI)
The method used in making the "C" aggregate estimates was again the 
simple sununation procedure. Initially, all farms are assumed to be at
equilibrium with all prices at the base prices assumed i.n Appendices VI 
and VII. Then as prices chan.ge J the respondent resources adjustJ> while 




Table XII shows the distri�ution of cropland acreage for responsive 
resources, by soil resource situations, farm size distribution and adjust� 
ment level. Table XIII presents similar information for the nonresponsive 
cropland resources. Dividing these acreages by the cropland acreage on 
the corresponding representative farms gives the total numbers of repre= 
sentative farms consistent with the cropland resource base, or the aggre= 
gative weights shown in Tables XIV.and XV. 
As mentioned with regard to Models A and B aggregations, the "odd" 
numbered aggregations refer to the estimates made for the current distri= 
bution of farm size. "Even" numbered aggregations refer to estimates made 
for the 1975 projected farm= size distribution. This farm= size distribu= 
tional difference makes little difference in aggregate reaction, produc� 
tion or income, so discussion will be confined to the current farm= size 
e.stimates. Appe.ndix "C"
.., 
however., contains detailed estimates for pro
= 
duction, income, labor hired i etc., for all Model C aggregations.
Aggregation C=III 
Figures 13 and 14 show the aggregate estimates for Aggregation C-III
y 
when 20 percent of resources fail to adjust. It will be noted that cotton 
supply becomes relatively inelastic as cotton prices rise above the 
assumed equilibrium level, and relatively elastic as price falls below
this level. The feed grain= livestock price level apparently has little 
effect upon the shape of the cotton supply function. It does affect the 
position of the function. As the feed grain= livestock price level rises
J 
the cotton supply function shifts to the left. As the feed grain= livestock 
price level falls, the cotton supply function shifts to the right. The
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the same sort of effect upon feed grain and livestock production_1 but is 
proportionally much larger. At low cotton prices
J 
feed grain supply tends 
to be relatively inelastic. As cotton prices rise
J 
the production of 
feed grains becomes elastic, until cotton price rises above the equilib= 
rium level. At cotton prices above the equilibrium level» feed grain 
production becomes progressively more inelastic. Increased capital costs 
also tend to make feed grain production less elastic. 
The enterprise most sensitive to capital limitation is the livestock 
alternative. As capital costs are increased, livestock production not 
only becomes more inelastic, but also is absolutely reduced by almost 
half under all conditions. Under many price and capital cost combinations» 
livestock production is reduced by more than half. 
As the full adjustment assumption is relaxed and 20 percent of farmers 
are assumed to remain at the equilibrium level of production and organiza·� 
tion
J 
aggregate income is less than the full adjustme.nt assumption under 
all combinations of prices except at the equilibrium point o If the feed 
graina livestock price is at 70 percent of base, and if the change is in 
fact permanent
J 
the penalty for being wrong in expectations at 18 percent 
capital cost is less with high cotton prices than is the penalty for being 
wrong with six percent capital cost. However» if cotton price is below 
the equilibrium
J 
the penalty is greater with 18 J?ercent capital cost. 
At the equilibrium feed grain= Hvestock price - or higher = the penalty 
for being wrong is in all cases higher for 18 percent capital costs o This 
phenomenon may be explained by the large production of cotton that is 
present at equilibrium. If cotton prices fall
J 
the adjusting farmers re= 




is increased only moderately. Since there is a tendency to produce 
more cotton at higher capital costs, the penalty in terms of sacri= 
ficed income for holding incorrect expectations is relatively less at 
an 18 percent capital cost than at a six percent cost. On the other 
hand, because of the greater production at 18 percent, and because of 
the very high production of cotton at equilibrium, as cotton prices 
fall the loss in income due to the incorrect expectations applies to 
a larger base of cotton production and is therefore larger in the 
aggregate. 
95 
As the feed grain= livestock price level rises j the six percent and 
18 percent capital cost income functions no longer intersect within the 
range of the prices considered. This may be explained by the fact that 
the income reduction due to decreased livestock numbe.rs at 18 percent 
capital overshadows any relative income in.crease due to increased 
cotton price received for equilibrium levels of cotton production. 
Aggregation C-V 
Figures 15 and 16 illustrate the effect of a 50 percent adjustment 9 
when prices depart from those effective at the assumed equilibrium 
position. With half of total resources maintaining the initial equi= 
librium production and organization
i 
the range of near= perfect elas = 
ticity of cotton supply is greatly reduced. The shape of the cotton 
supply function is essentially the same, but it is compressed into much 
more narrow limits than in Aggregation C-III. The "compressing" of the 
cotton supply function occurs primarily at low cotton prices. For ex= 
ample
)) 
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866 j 847 
hundredweights. The maximum cotton production under these conditions 





l24- hundredweights J respectively. 
This is explained by the relatively large quantity of cotton produced 
at the assumed position of equilibrium
j 
plus the fact that only half 
of the resources adjust. ·with full adjustment» the range is from 
98 
0.4 million hundredweights to 9.5 million
j 
with 8. l.1-5 million hundred= 
weights at the assumed position of equilibrium. When half of resources 
fail to adjust cotton production to prices higher than the initial equi= 
librium price, the maximum difference in cotton production from the 
position approximating the new equilibrium (as shown by the full adjust= 
ment estimates) is less than a million hundredweights. But if half of 
resources fail to adjust to lower =than=equilibrium cotton prices :; the 
difference is more than quadrupled. In this manner
.i 
the elasticity of 
the entire cotton supply function is in general reduced. 
As was observed with the cotton supply function .i the production of 
both feed grain and livestock is much less elastic when increasing 
portions of resources do not adjust to changes in price. The range 
of these functions is compressed. The general shape of the curves re= 
mains unchanged
J 
except for the 11 compression." 
The behavior of the income functions is much the same as was dis= 
cussed in Aggregation C=IIl. However 1 aggregate income is not affected 
as much by nonadjus tmen t as is produ.c ti.on of the. various produ.c ts. At 
70 percent feed grain-livestock prices and six percent capital costs, 





while the maximum was $153,381,873. Corresponding estimates for Aggre= 
gation C:-V were $15 .? 641,769 and $1l�7,847,951. As would be expected .i the 
most severe income effect would occur at the lowest cotton price. An 
increase of 30 percent in nonadjusting resources reduces income at cotton 
prices of $13.20 per hundredweight by about a third (or by about $8 mill= 
ions). At a cotton price of $30.80 per hundredweight, the income reduc­
tion due to the 30 percent increase in nonadjustors is less than four 
percent (or about $5.5 millions). Thus, it is evident that aggregate 
income is reduced more = both relatively and absolutely = at lower=th.anc, 
equilibrium prices than at higher�than=equilibrium prices when some re= 
sources fail to adjust to the new prices. 
Cropland Reseeding 
The incidence of the cropland reseeding alternative in the Model C 
aggregations was quite small, behaving in much the same manner as was 
observed in Models A and B. In no case did reseeded acreage fall out= 
side the range of one to nine percent of total cropland acreage. Because 
of. the assumptions regarding adjustment levels» as more acreage was 
designated nonrespondent to price changes
P 
the reseeded acreage became 
less responsive and tended to remain much closer to the equilibrium level 
as responsiveness departed from the full adjustment le,rel. 
Surnn1ary and Implications 
Model C full adj us tmen t aggregations are iden ti.cal with the 
corresponding estimates for the other two models. As one departs from 
the full adjustment assumption» the general effect upon the supply for
100 
cotton is that the elasticity of the function is reduced throughout the 
ranges of prices considered, the degree of that reduction being dependent 
upon the adjustment level in question. The effect of changing capital 
cost from six percent to 18 percent is much the same within adjustment 
levels for the Model C aggregations as for Model A aggregations. As 
cotton prices rise above the assumed equilibrium price» cotton supply 
tends to be quite inelastic
y 
while at prices below the equilibrium level
J 
supply approaches perfect elasticity until the price falls below $17.60 
per hundredweight. At that point
2 
supply again becomes inelastic. The 
breadth of the near= perfect elasticity range is dependent upon the level 
of adjustment under discussion. Compression of this range as a result 
of designating greater acreages nom: espondent occurs primarily in the 
low cotton prices. 
In general
P 
the effect of reduced levels of adjustment to price 
changes from equilibrium
)l 
is to reduce the elasticity of supply of all 
products. If such products a:r.e limited by capital restrictions» then 
any reduction in the level of adjustment would tend to cause such fu.nc� 
tions to he relatively more inelastic, Income is normally affected less 
than production under the assumptions of Model c.? and will be affected 
more at low prices than at high prices = in both an absolute and 
relative sense. 
CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study was designed to develop alternative aggregative models» 
to analyze the implications of the various models, and to estimate norma= 
tive aggregate supply response and net income for dry=land crop farms in 
the 40=county area of the Rolling Plains of Oklahoma and Texas. The pro= 
ductive alternatives considered were limited to cotton
y 
feed grains 
(including wheat), and land-based livestock enterprises. Such alterna= 
tives as dairy, poultry, and beef cattle ranching were excluded as gen= 
eral adjustment alternatives. Since resources employed in these exclu= 
ded uses have been relatively constant in magnitude since 1945, it was 
assumed that their magnitudes would continue to be constant until 1975» 
the target date of the study. 
Dry-land crop resources were separated into eight soil resource 
situations based on soil texture and productivity, climate, and land 
capability class distributions. Two soil resource situations were di= 
vided because of the bimodal character of the fa.rm= size distribution 
within the situation, giving a total of ten units for microanalysis. 
Representative farms were formulated for each of the ten microun.its
P 
and 
linear programming techniques were employed to estimate normative micro= 
supply relationships for each of the ten units under the thirty possible 
combinations of cotton prices� feed grain and livestock prices, and capi= 
tal costs. Thus a total of 300 microsupply points were estimated. The 
method chosen for aggregation of the microsupply estimates was weighted 
101 
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average sununation, the weights being determined by the numbers of the 
various repre.s�tative farms which were consistent with the correspond­
·-':�/,�,-'.�
ing cropland ba�e.
Three alternative aggregative models were designed and used in the 
estimation of the normative aggregate supply response and net income. 
All three models assumed three levels of adjustment, the levels of Models 
A and B being identical. These three levels for Models A and B assume 
full response of all resources, full response of all resources included 
in commercial farms of the Census classes I through v, and full response 
of resources in commercial farms of classes I through V operated by farm-
ers presently younger than 55 years of age. Resources not included in 
the full response group (i.e., the nonresponsive resources) were assumed 
to maintain current organization and production with Model A. With Model 
B, these resources were ass�med to require 18 percent capital return, 
while the responsive resourc�s- were assumed to require a return of only 
six percent. 
Model C assumes three levels of aggregate response, but unlike the 
other two models, nonresponsiveness is not tied to any specific group of 
persons or resources. Rather, the response level is dependent upon the 
level of expectations. If an individual expects a change to be permanent, 
he adjusts. If he expects the change to be temporary, the "equilibrium" 
level of organization and production is maintained. Equilibrium has been 
assumed, for this purpose, to occur initially at the assumed base prices 
($22.00 per hundredweight of cotton lint, $1.25 per bushel of wheat, etc.). 
With the three levels of response, the assumed levels of expectations are 
100 percent adjustment, 80 percent adjustmen; and 50 percent adjustment. 
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All aggregations for all levels of adjustment and for all three models 
were made with respect to both the current and projected distributions 
of farm size. 
Differences with respect to farm size affected only two of the eight 
soil resource categories, and the effect in the aggregate estimates of 
product output and net income were negligible with respect to all aggre= 
gative models. The effect of the nonrespondent resources upon the aggre= 
gate estimates was, however, significant and considerable. When these 
resources maintain current organization and production» the resulting 
estimate of the aggregate supply function is less elastic than when 
response from these resources is limited by an increased capital return 
requirement. 
Model A is inconsistent within itself, in that it assumes absence 
of institutional restraints. Yet it binds some groups of resources to 
those organizations which have been largely determined by institutional 
limitations. Model B recognizes that some resources and some individuals 
may be less likely to adjust
9 
but the:i.r reluctance to adjust is taken 
into account by the higher retu.rn requirement imposed upon their resources. 
Model C reflects assumed differences in expectations, and hence differing 
levels of adjustment in response to these differing expectations. 
Models B and C are considered to be superior to Model A, since these 
models are applicable to any time period. The Mode.l A results depend 
upon the point in time at which the study is initiated because of the 
assumptions regarding the nonresponsive resources. Their normative 
qualities cease when the supply p:roduced by the responsive resources has 
been estimated. Further, net in.come cannot be estimated for the nonresponQ 
sive resources. Models Band C ., on the other hand, remain normative
104 
throughout the range of quantities estimated, and for all resources con= 
sidered. Estimates of aggregate net income are possible since both costs 
of production and returns under the assumptions used are specified. 
Several general conclusions may be drawn from any of the three 
models. At prices of cotton lower than the base price J the supply of 
cotton in the Rolling Plains has a broad range of almost perfect elas= 
ticity, provided that feed grains and livestock are priced at or below 
the base levels. This range may be narrowed by assumptions regarding 
the aggregate level of adjustment. It is functionally broadened by in= 
creased prices of other products
y and by increasing the rates of capital 
cost. At cotton prices above the base price
J 
cotton supply becomes rela= 
tively inelastic. Therefore J as cotton prices are reduced from prices 
above the base price» assuming other factors to remain constant
-' 
the 
total gross receipts from cotton production will be reduced relatively 
more than price. Since production costs are assumed to be. constant_, total 
net receipts will be reduced even more than gross receipts, so long as 
cotton prices fall within the inelastic price range. 
If feed grain= livestock prices are above the base levels, and then 
begin to decline» production of both feed grains and livestock declines 
more slowly than price .I' so long as prices do not fall below the. base level. 
After prices have declined below this level, production declines fester 
than does price
J 
except when cotton prices a1:e very low. Under these cir c, 
cumstances » livestock production does decline faster than price� but feed 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































If the true aggregate demand faced by Rolling Plains farmers is a 
function such as DD, Rolling Plains equilibrium would occur at point M.
If producers had perfect knowledge of this function, they would produce
a supply of s
0 
and receive a price of p
0
• If however, producers were
forced to estimate price because of imperfect knowledge, a very small
miscalculation of price (such as p 1 ) could call forth an enormous in= 
0 
crease in cotton output (s1) and aggregate net revenue from cotton sales
would be severely reduced. 
Capital limitation tends to cause increased crop production and re= 
duced livestock production. The crops which are increased the most de= 
pend upon the :relative degree of capital extension held by the various 
crops under the prevailing price ratios. Cotton is relatively the most 
capital=extensive enterprise, and will therefore have the greatest in
= 
crease in production as a result of increased capital cost
1 
provided 
that the price ratios are not such that cotton is less profitable than 
other enterprises. 
Labor requirements tend to be highly correlated with the acreage of 
cotton)' since the cotton enterprise normally requi:tes more hand labor 
than other productive alternatives in the Rolling Plains. Even when cotton 
harvest is mechanized
J 
and when hoeing is done by custom operation» the
labor for cultivation and planting of cotton exceeds that required fot' 
the other crop alternatives. 
Cropland re.seeding is not generally economically feasible on a pri� 
vate and individual basis. Under the most favo:rr:able of circumstances»
the maKimum quantity of cropland which was reseeded to pastui:re was nine 
percent of total cropland acreage. Further, this reseeding was very 
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sensitive to changes in all produce prices and in the cost of capital. 
As feed grain-livestock prices declined from the base levels J reseeding 
was sharply reduced because the livestock alternative which made the re­
seeding attractive was rendered much less profitable. As this set of 
prices increased J the more profitable feed grains pushed the reseeding 
alternative out of the picture. As cotton prices rose )) cotton produc= 
tion caused the reseeding alternative to be reduced. Increasing capital 
costs from six percent to 18 percent caused the maximum reseeded acreage 
to decline by almost 90 percent. 
Policy Implications 
Even if cotton price were to decline to $22.00 per hundredweight 
($6.17 or 22 percent below the 19®0 support level) given current costs 
of production )) the incentive for Rolling Plains :farmers to produce cotton 
would likely exceed present acreages, provided institutional and personal
restrictions were ineffective. If alternative product prices were not 
redt1ced .9 the production of cotton would not be so excessive» bi1t ac.reages
of grain would be greatly inflated. 
The profit.ability of cropland reseeding depends upon the profitabil� 
it:y of the livestoc;k enterprise th!rough which the increase in gra.zing is 
to be marketed. If it is deemed desirable to remove cropland from pro= 
duction by means of cropland reseeding J such removal cannot be accom= 
plished on any major scale by private means unless the profitability of 
the livestock enterprise is considerably increased. If public funds are 
to be used for this purpose 2 the types of cropland which will be reseeded 
first will be those poorer grades of cropland which are utilized. primarily 
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for forage production or left idle, by the programmed optima, so crop 
production is not likely to be affected until substantial acreages are 
retired. Approximately 400,000 acres of cropland are of this quality, 
and an additional 1.4 million acres are of such poor quality that yield 
coefficients are very low. Thus, more than 20 percent of Rolling Plains 
cropland could be retired without greatly affecting the aggregate produc= 
tion of Rolling Plains crops. 
The extreme sensitivity of the cotton supply function to price 
across the broad range of production levels illustrates the dilemma in 
Rolling Plains cotton production. If producers slightly overestimate 
price,severe losses in producer net revenue could be the result. If all 
controls were removed from cotton production
P 
a phenomenal increase in 
cotton supplied would result = probably within a very short time. The 
resulting decrease in cotton prices would be unlikely to decrease cotton 
production in anything like the magnitude the original increase occurred 
because of probable differences in costs of asset acquisition and returns 
from salvaging those same assets. 
Limitations of the Study and Suggestions for Future Research 
It is to be emphasized that the estimates presented herein are norma= 
tive rather than predictive in nature. These estimates reflect the re= 
sponse that Rolling Plains farmers (as an aggregate) would make if their 
goal were profit maximization, and if they possessed perfect knowledge. 
The study is in no way designed to predict what would be the actual re= 
action if the postulated conditions were to occur in fact. If the study 
is to be made predictive
J 
empirical estimates of such factors as goals
y 
expectations 9 preferences with regard to productive al te,matiVes 3 equity 
109 
positions, capital availability, and estimates of relationships between 
these and other such factors must be available and must be functionally 
related to the supply estimates. 
More meaning could be derived from the normative aggregate supply 
estimates presented if comparable normative aggregate product demand and 
factor supply estimates were available. In the present framework» nothing 
may be said about a normative equilibrium
J 
and the corresponding aggre= 
gate levels of price i production� resource requirements ;> net income from 
farming
J 
etc. Information which might be derived from confronting these 
normative supply relationships with the corresponding factor supply and 
product demand relationships would provide some guide to the expected 
rate of agricultural adjustment.
9 
if some figure such as the average fac= 
tory wage rate were used to represent the opportunity cost of fanning. 
The study would provide much broader information if the. prices of 
agricultural resources were allowed to va:ry. Assuming such cos ts as wage 
rates for cotton chopping labor to be constant over a range of essentially 
no cotton to more than 4.5 million acres in an area as sparsely populated 
as the Rolling Plains is little short of heroic. If chopping costs were 
allowed to increase along with cotton acreage
J 
the result would be some 
reduced estimate of cotton production. 
The study assumes throughout that all units are owner operated
J and 
that deviations from the owner c�operator optima represent disequilibrium 
situations. Hence nonoptimal rental and tenure possibilitie.s have been 
ignored. Examination of the pattern and prevalence of tenure arrangements 
could provide guides for estimating the path and :rata of adjustment. 
110 
An alternative which has been ignored throughout this analysis is 
the possibility of off-farm work. General and wide spread off=farm work 
opportunities might have a considerable effect upon the willingness of 
individuals to adjust to changing prices and production conditions. Thus, 
in the aggregate, the size of the nonresponsive or limited response re= 
source base could be heavily dependent upon the availability of off=farm 
work possibilities. 
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A P P E N D I C E S 
\ 
APPENDIX I. TABLE 1 
DEFINITIONS OF LAND RESOURCE SITUATIONS AND YIELD LEVELS BY LAND CLASSES, 
CLAY SOILS, ROLLING PLAINS OF OKLAHOMA AND TEXAS 
• Land Capability Class IIs. Deep, level (0 to 1 percent







- Land Capability Class IIJ;e. Deep, moderately sloping
percent slopes) with negligible to moderate erosion. 
1 and 5, Foard-Tillman equivalents. 




Land Capability Class IVe. Sloping (3 to 5 percent slopes) 
with negligible to moderately severe erosion, or moderately 
sloping (B slopes) with moderately severe erosion. Soil Units 
1 and 5, Foard-Tillman equivalents. 
All other crop land classes. Rolling (5 to 8 percent slopes) 
or lesser slopes with sever� erosion. Not adapted to harvested 
crops. 
Crop Unit 
Wheat (continuous) bu. 
after row crop 
(6 mo. fallow) bu. 
after 12 mo. fallow bu. 
Cotton lb. lint 
Oats (continuous) bu, 
Small grain hay ton 
Grazing l
Sudan AUM 
Grazed out small grain AUM 
Harvested small grain AUM 
Blue panic grass AUM 



























1Grazing yields �re basically expected values since moisture is the
limiting factor in forage production. The monthlj distribution of grazing 
is not specified becau_se of seasonal uncertainties, Permanent pasture 
grazing yield is l AUM per acre of, ·range. . The acreage of range land and 
cropland for live_stock budgets can·:be calculated from this table, 
Source: John W. Goodwin,� al., Resource Requirements,� and Expected 
Returns; Alternative Crop and Livestock Enterprises; Clay Soils of the Rolling 
Plains of Southwestern Oklahoma, Processed Series P-357, Oklahoma Agricl!ltural 
Experiment Station, in cooperation with Farm Economics Research Division, Agri­
cultural Research Service, U, S, Depar'tment of Agriculture, Stillwater, 
Oklahoma, September, 1960. _ 
C e 
APPENDIX II, TABLE l 
DEFINITIONS OF LAND RESOURCE SITUATIONS AND YIELD LEVEL.S BY LAND CLAS.SES, 
LOAM SOILS, ROLLING PLAINS OF OKLAHOMA AND TEXAS 
Dry� 
La - Land Capability Class· I, Deep, level (0 to 1 percent slope)with negligible to moderate erosion, Soil Units 2, 4, 7, and 9, 
Upland-Tipton, St, Paul, and Carey Soils; Bottomland-Spur and 
,Canadian Soils (ot' their equivalents),
L - Land Capability Class II, l)eep, moderately sloping (1 lo 3 b percent slopes) with negligible to moderate erosion, Same
.soils as above, 
Lc - Land Capab
Uity Class III. Sloping (3 to 5percent slopes) with
negligible.to moderately severe erosion, or moderately sloping 
(B slopes) witp. moderately severe erosion. Same soilfl as above 
plus Quinlan and Vernon soils (or their equivalents), 
Ld - Land Capability Class IV, Rolling 
(5 to 8 percent slopes) or
lesser slopes with severe erosion, Same soils as L. 
c ,) 
L - All other cropland classes, Shallow or severely eroded one variable slopes, Not adapted to row crops, 
Crop .!!!!!! L Lb · 1 Lda c 
Cotton ll>, lint 275 225 185 100 
Wheat bu. 23 18 14 11 
Alfalfa 
hay basis ton 3.0 2.25 
hay and seed basis . ton 2,5 l. 75
(seed) lb, 100 75 
Grain sorghum lb, 1,600 1,450 1,200 900 
For�ge sorghum ton 2 ,2 2.0 1.7 L2 
Small grain hay ton . ' 2.0 1.8 1,5 1,0 
Grazing l
Sudan AUM 3,0 2.4 1.? 1.3 
Grazed out small grain AU?1 4,0 3.5 3,0 2,8 
Harvested small grain AUM ,6 ,5 .4 ,3 




1Grazing yields are basicall y expected values since moisture h the
limiting facl:or in forage proqucticm, The monthly distril>ution of. grazing 
116 
is not specified because of seasonal uncertaintie$, Fermanent pa$tui-e graziJ.lg 
yield h l AUM per acre of range,· The acreage of range lancl and crqplaiid fof 
livestock budgets can be calculated from 1:hh table,·· 
Source: Larry J, Connor,� al:, Resource Requirements, Costs and Expected·. 
Returns; Alternative Croe and°J:ivestoc1cEnterprises; Loam""'soTI's"°or the. RollinfPlains.!?! Southwestern O lafioma, Frocesse4 Series P�3oa-;-olcianpma'""Agricultura 
Experiment Station, in cooperation with tne Farm Economics Research Pivision,
Agricultural Research Service, U, S, Department of Agriculture, Stillwater,
Oklahoma, February, 1961, . 
/ ... l'PEHDIX III. TABiE 1 
DEFINITIONS OF LAND RESOURCE SITUATIONS AND YIELD LEVELS BY LAND CLASSES, 
OKLAHOMA SANDY SOILS, ROLLING PLAINS OF OKLAHOMA AND TEXAS 
Sb - Land Capability Class II. Deep, level to moderate slope (0 to 3
percent). Soil Units 70, 7X, 12, 12X. Miles, Dill, Pratt, and 
Enterprise soils (or their equivalents). 
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Sc - Land Capability Class III� Deep, moderately sloping (3 to 5 percent).Same soils as above. 
Crop 
Sd-- Land Capability Class IV. Sloping (5 to 8 percent). Same soils asabove plus some Brownfield and Nobscott soils (deep-plowed Brown­
field soils would be included in the Sb group),
S - All other cropland classes, Rolling over 8 percent slope or lesser e slope with severe erosion or shallow soil. (Not adapted to row crops.) 
Unit Sb s e 
Cotton l lb. lint 325 275 150 
8 
1,000 
Wheat2 bu, 18 
Grain sorghum3 lb, 1,750 
Alfalfa4 
hay basis ton 2.5 
hay and seed basis ton hay 2.0 
2 
lb. seed 75 
Small grain hay ton 1, 7 
Forage sorghum 3 ton 2.0 
Grazing 
Sudan6 AUM 2.7 
Grazed out small grainAUM 3.3 
Harvested small grain AUM .4 
Rye cover crop Alli . 5 
1100 lbs, 10-20-10 and rye cover crop.
2100 lbs. 13-39-0.








1.9 1. 3 . 9 
2.8 2.3 1,5 
. 3 .2 
.4 • 3
t1 100 lbs. 8-32-16 for establishment and 100 lbs. of 0-46-0 during life 
of stand (4 years). Not more than 25 percent of cropland in each adapted 
class may be in alfalfa. 
5Permanent pasture grazing yield is 1 AUM per acre of range,
6150 lbs, 16-20-0, 
Source: Percy L, Strickland Jr., et �., Resource Requirements, Cos ts, and 
Expected Returns; Aiternative Crop and Livestock Enterprises;Sandy 
Soils of the .E_olling Plains El Southwestern_Oklahoma, Oklahoma 




APPENDIX IV, TABLE 1 
DEFINITION OF LAND RESOURCE SITUATIONS AND YIELD LEVELS BY LAND CLASSES
j 
TEXAS SANDY SOILS, ROLLING PLAINS OF OKLAHOMA AND TEXAS 
Sb - Land Capability Class II. Deep, level (0 to 1 percent slope)with negligible to moderate erosion. Soil units 12X, Ll2, 60
J 
70, 7KO. Miles, Enterprise, and Springer soils or their 
equivalents. 
Sc - Land Capability Class III. Deep j moderately sloping (1 to 3percent slopes) with negligible to moderate erosion. Same 
soils as Sb land.
Sd = Land Capability Class IV. Sloping (3 to 5 percent slope) with negligible to moderately severe erosion
J 
or moderately sloping 
with moderately severe erosion. Same soils as Sb land.
Soil ProductivitX Class 
Crop Unit Sb s sdc 
Cotton lb. lint 175 150 125 
Grain sorghum cwt. 11 9 6 
Small grain hay ton 1.s 1.2 0.9 
Grazing 1
Small grain grazing A,.liM 0.3 0.2 0.1 
Sudan AUM 1.5 1.0 o.s
1Grazing yields are basically expected values since moisture is the
limiting factor in forage production. The monthly distribtlltion of graz= 
ing is not specified because of seasonal uncertainties. Permanent 
pasture grazing yield is 1 AUM per acre of range. The acreage of range 
land and cropland for livestock budgets can be calculated from this 
table. 
Source: Unpublished research findings from Southern Regional Project 
S-42, provided by Kenneth R. Tefertiller and Don Moore 
J 
Depart=
ment of Agricultural Economics
1 





,\1'i'ENDix v, TABLE r 































































































item (1958 costs) 1 
Feeder Steers each :; 
1For itemized list of machinery costs, see Resource and Product Price
Assumptions Prepared E_l The Low Rolling Plain� Sub-Committee of S-l12, Un­
published Research Material, Department of Agricultural Economics, Oklahoma 
State University, December 4, 1958, 
2see APPENDIX VIII.
120 
APPENDIX VI, TABLE 1 
ASSUMED PRICES RECEIVED BY FARMERS FOR ALL COMMODITIES, ROLLING PLAINS 
OF SOUTffi!JESTERN OKLAHOMA AND NORTH CENTRAL TEXAS 
Percentage 
Deviations 
Base Price from Base 
Item Unit Per Unit Price 
Wheat bu. $ 1.25 + 30
Oats bu. ,65 + 30
Grain sorghum cwt. 1.70 + 30
Cotton lint lb. .22 + 20 J + 40
Cotton seed ton 50,00 None 
Alfalfa hay ton 2.0, 00 None 
Alfalfa seed lb. .21 None 
Milk cwt. l; 0 25 None 
Beef cattle cwt, ( / + 30
1
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